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State budget hike
would stabilize fees
By Kathl Hello*
Editor
Student instructional toes .it the I'm
versity will not Increase next year if
four changes are made in GOV. John .1
Gilligan's proposed fiscal 197:* 75 budget. University I'ollis A Moore Jr said
yesterday
He was addressing the education section ot lbs House Finance Committee
along with the II other state university
presidents
HE SAID fees would not bo Increased
if:
-The Ohio Board of Regents request
for instructional subsidies are substituted for those proposed by Gov tlilligan.

»»■>**. by Co.! S»M

Books and
a balcony

For tome sludenls, warm weather signifies frisbies, ke cream cones and
baseball games on inner campus. But Jon Hoag, (reshman (AAS), hasn't
abandoned his books yet as he studies on the balcony of the Men's Gym.

Government ends talks
at S. Dakota reservation
WOUNDED KNEE. S.D. (AH) The
U.S. government broke off talks
yesterday with the Indians holding
Wounded Knee and asked that women
and children be evacuated from the
historic village because the situation
has become extremely grave
Ralph Erickson. senior Justice
Department official at the Pine Ridge
Reservation, said the position taken by
leaders of
the American
Indian, Mdjreiiu'nt IAIMI 'amounts to
nothinfe>r*more than intolerable
blackmail "
Federal officials said the Indians
fired 250 rounds at marshals and Mil
agents before dawn yesterday and that
federal agents returned approximately
the same amount of fire There were
no injuries reported.
THE EXCHANGE was the most
intense between the 200 Indians who
invaded the hamlet eight days ago and
the circle of federal lawmen
surrounding Wounded Knee
At the Indian encampment. AIM
leaders called a meeting to discuss the
government's announcement that talks
were being broken off
' "Negotiations cannot be made at a
gunpoint.'' Erickson said He added
that two federal negotiators had rifles
aimed at their cars en route to
discussions
"I cannot escape the feeling that the

leaders are bent on one of two coursestotal capitulation by the U.S.
government to their illegal demands or
violence "
"IT IS NO exaggeration to say the
situation has become extremely
grave." he said "If the leaders are
bent on violence, that is their concern,
but I call upon them to send the women
and children out of Wounded Knee
before darkness falls Thursday '
Dennis Banks, an AIM leader, said it
will be up to the women in the village
to decide whether they will remain
past the Thursday deadline
"THE WOMEN who came in with us
said they would lay down their lives lor
this cause II they decide to stay, well
accept it "
Other Indian leaders said the
government's reaction was what they
had expected
However. Clyde Bellecourt. an AIM
leader from Minneapolis, said. ' I'm
not worried about it I think the
negotiations will reopen soon
"We've got too much national
support for the government to risk
another massacre "
Negotiations ended early yesterday
after the Indians rejected the
government's last peace proposal by
insisting on three demands which
neither the Justice nor Interior
departments would concede

The shooting overnight was the (irst
since Saturday, except lor random
gunshots heard near the encampment
The 200 Indians who have occupied
Wounded Knee since Feb. 27 called ofl
a cease fire Tuesday night It has been
in effect since Saturday.

• This will moan approximately $9
million in the tirst year of the liionniuin
and $19 million in the second year of
the bionniuin. although it is entirely
possible lhat the roused enrollment
projections loi the lolal system will reduce the requirement for '74 75,"
Uilligun said
William Coulter, acting chancellor ol
the regents, has predicted stable or declining enrollments tor state universities Dr Moore said this is not the case
at the University
The leveling out of enrollment-in
some places the decline- about which
Chancellor Coulter spoke yesterday
has not yet reached our campus," he
said
He said be would prefer a much
higher instructional subsidy in general
studies, and in fact inosl ol Ihe increase I am requesting would be com
nutted to programs lor freshmen and
sophomores
"YOU SEE. I am still considerably

dissatisfied that for every dollar you
give me for a student working on his
masters degree you give me only a
quarter for a freshman 1 would at
least like to raise lhat to 30 cents "
- The appropriation for developmental instruction is Increased from fU)
million to i;i million and the regents
are directed to allocate these funds on
the basis of progi ant costs;
The regents' formula for allocating
funds to student development programs "ignored program costs, (ailed
to differentiate between lull tune and
part-time Students and depended solely
on lest scores as the basis for alloca
tionof funds,' Hi Moore said
-An additional $100,000 is allocated
"to support Howling Green's experi
mental model program in the time
shortened baccalaureate (Modular
Achievement Plan) at the same
amount presently anticipated for the
similarly important Independent study
experiment at Ohio University."

The legislators Include universities
in a special appropriations bill to meet
the extra costs if a Civil Service pay
raise bill is passed
DR. MOORE said it these conditions
are met and the Supreme Court does
not declare OUt-of-State surcharges
unconstitutional, instructional fees at
the University will remain constant
next year
"It would probably be wise for the
legislature to grant stand by permission for instructional fees to be increased in the event of and commensurate with the loss ol income from any
possible ruling which would make illegal the current out-of-slate surcharge
"I am sure you can appreciate the
difficulties our universities would

experience if during the Meoninfn our
income from out of state student* were
to be eliminated and if there were no
special funds to pay appropriate subsi
dies for those students." be said
"There is an air of optimism and a
spirit of success in the at* at Howling
Green My one and only request to you
today is that we can keep H going
"SHOULD House Bill 86 < the higher
education appropriations bJfll pass in
its present form, we will sorter severe
cutbacks in essential services, M student employment, attention to needs ot
minority group students, ant ire will
halt some of the most premising
developments on our campus May
The requests for changes Which I
have made. I believe, are relatively
modest They do not generate what we
had hoped might be our resources for.
the biennium. but we recogntte that lie
must be realistic about the multiple requests for the tax dollar Ml Onto which
face this legislature.
"We will, even with the corrections
which I have asked lor here, be able to
do little more than remain ha steady
state, but we must not allow ear universities to move backward, lor they
arc simply too important to the life of
our state." Dr Moore concluded
Dr. Moore said last night be thought
the committee members shewed "am
encouraging willingness to leak at the
issue "
He said he was the only university
piesident to make a cotttflwtmeni to
maintain present fees under any
conditions The presidents ef Wright
Slate. Cleveland State. Onto University
and Youngstown State bad not yet
presented their testimony.

U.S. troops drop below 8,000
SAIGON lAPl The U.S. military
force in Vietnam, once numbering
more than a hall million men. dropped
to fewer than 8.000 men yesterday
A U.S. spokesman said the United
States was speeding its redeployment
of troops to set the stage for more
American prisoner releases which are
contingent on the rate ol American
troop withdrawals, under terms of the
Vietnam peace agreement signed in
Paris Jan 27
The United States apparently inter
vened in settling a dispute over the
number of Vietnamese prisoners to be
exchanged this week in the second
phase of repatriation, thus removing a
potential roadblock that could have
delayed American prisoner releases

PLANS WERE made to begin today
the exchange of the first group of 6.300
Communist prisoners and 1 'JIHl South
Vietnamese prisoners after more than
a week's delay.
The U.S. spokesman said the
prisoner of war subcommission of the
central four-party Joint Military
Commission is meeting again today
"to deal with future releases of
HOWs," presumably American as well
as Vietnamese.
"Our main focus in the next couple of
days." the spokesman added, "is going
to be with getting our forces down to 20
per cent of what they were at the time
of the cease-fire.
"We are now at the lowest level
since 1962 To get down to 25 per cent
of what we had at the time of the

cease hie would mean withdrawing to
a little under 6,000
"WE HOPE to do that by the end ol
the week il all goes well, if Ihe (lying
weather is good Then on that basis we
would have withdrawn 75 per cent of
our forces at Ihe time of the cease-fire
and set lor further releases ol
American HOWs "
U.S. troop strength in Vietnam grew
to a peak ol 543.000 in April 1969. Two

months Intel President Nunti began
the Violnaiiiization program, turning
over Ihe war to the South Vietnamese
and gradually withdrawing Americans
in stages
When the cease-fire went into effect.
there were 23.500 American troops in
Vietnam, and the Communist shir held
585 American military and civilian
prisoners in camps in North and South
Vietnam and Laos.

Removes undesirable grades

Academic bankruptcy explained
By Jim Wasserman
Staff Reporter
The academic bankruptcy" policy
outlined in the campaign of newlyejected SBO coordinator of academic
akairs. John Doering. is already in use
at the University of Indiana in
Bloomington
Dr Kenneth Gros Louis, chairman of
me English department at Indiana and
originator of the idea, said the policy
has been in use lor about a year.
■• He said the policy is set up so any
student pan have grades for an entire
semester removed from his academic
record K for some reason he does
poorly during that term
'

DR. GROS LOUIS, said the policy.
was established for three types of
students with academic problems:
-The freshman student who finishes
a semester with two or three Fs and
drops out. The academic bankruptcy
policy allows him to return to school
with a clean slate.
-The student who is on academic
probation or in danger of being dropped

from the University.
-The student with a good academic
record overall but who has one bad
quarter.
An Associated Press Story related a
typical case, that of Harold Stafford,
news editor of the Indiana Daily
Student, who declared a quarter
bankrupt after he crammed in too
much journalism and not enough
studying.
Stafford said, "I simply worked too
hard and when I realized it was too
late. Bankruptcy saved my grade point
average and chances for graduate
school."
ANOTHER CASE involved a
disillusioned freshman who dropped
out of school after four weeks to
hitchhike to California. Four months
later he returned to "bankrupt" the
last semester and score straight A's.
Explaining reasons why students use
the policy. Dr. Gros Louis said, "Forty
per cent consists of students who fail
their first semester for various
reasons.
"The second category is made up of

students who do poorly in a semester
for personal reasons, like pregnancies,
family or other emotional problems '
He said the policy has not been used
much in relation to the number of
students on campus, because the
system is set up so a student must
dominate the whole semester
Students are reluctant to get rid of a
whole semester for two Fs. he added
Dr. Gros Louis set up the policy
when be was dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences. He said the review
committee, established to set up
procedures, ruled the student should
state his case before the dean of the
college, who then makes the final
decision.
THE ACADEMIC bankruptcy policy
apples only to students in arts and
sciences at Indiana.
Dr. Gros Louis said students in the
other colleges are more sure of what
they want and do less exploring with
classes than arts and sciences
students. "Students in arts and
sciences are more likely to end up in an
undesirable curriculum," he added

He said as far as he knows, Indiana is
the only college in the nation to have
the policy.
He added that he had little trouble
implementing the policy.
"I started it as a two-year experiment, because if I would have
established it as an official program, it
would have taken two or three years to
go through the administrative
channels."
Doering said there shouldn't be too
much trouble establishing the policy
here.
"It's too practical and so much for
the students benefit that there are no
real strong grounds to oppose it." he
said
"It will really be beneficial to the
freshman who blows his first quarter
and declares bankruptcy, because
statistics show that when a student
comes back to school after a bad
quarter, he usually does much better."
Doering said he wants to research
the policy more to refine it before he
proposes it formally.
"It will do something to really
humanize the University." he said

A University woman is escorted by a member of
Hall's newly initialed escort sylem. Women may
Anderson main desk at 372-2367 to obtain the
number of a volunteer.
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eprreRiaLS
equal aid

counter-ads refused

The University should pay close attention to Faculty
Senate's efforts to balance the amounts of money spent on
athletic and academic scholarships.
The senate voted Tuesday to urge the University to
implement a resolution passed almost a year ago requesting
that
expenditures
tor academic scholarships
match
expenditures for athletic scholarships
It is unfortunate the first resolution, passed in May 1972. did
not carry enough weight to force a change in this year's
allocations
Of the $498,343 allotted for awards based on merit. 1328.517
went to athletic scholai ships Only $169,826. or roughly 34 per
cent of the total, went to academics
We assume the primary goal of this University--or any
university is education
Athletics or any other extracurricular activities are merely secondary.
However, this year's distribution of funds between
academic and athletic scholarships indicates the exact
opposite \s fat as financial aid is concerned, academic-stake
a back seal
The University must implement the 1972 resolution if it is to
be truly considered an institution of higher education.

amendments
Increased student participation in University affairs. I;
Faculty Senate. I
Thai's how the score stands after yesterday's Faculty
Senate meeting
The senate passed an amendment allowing students to share
responsibility in appointing and or evaluating the provost.
It rejected an amendment permitting a student to take part
in selecting, evaluating and retaining department chairmen.
The amendment thai passed is a good one. So is the one)
veiled down
Vccording to the faculty charter, a department chairman is
responsible foi initialing and or considering proposals for
changes in the curricula and for coordinating and making
recommendations about advising majors in the department
These are just two ol his dimes All directly or indirectly
aflect the student
Students should have input in decisions that concern them.
We urge the senate to reconsider its action and allow
student Involvement on tins level

code of ethics
Adoption of tl»' code ol ethics for University faculty
members by the Faculty Senate Tuesday is commendable.
Students will now have grounds for expecting consideration
ami Increased communication with instructors as well as
solidly based, up to date instruction.
The rode can also provide increased communication among
faculty members and with the University, hopefully moving in
a direction ol improved quality of education.
Hut the policy outlines areas of concern which are
fundamentally issues ol common courtesy and consideration
lor other persons
It is too had that there are (acuity members so unaware of
rules of courtesy that they need to have them spelled out in a
code
I here are those instructors who will not need this code to
improve their operation at this University.
Hut for those who need guidelines, we hope careful attention
will be paid to the tenets of the code and that these tenets will
be implemented soon

By Nicholas von Hoffmaa
Counter-advertising is something we
hear about from lime to time but
haven't really seen much ot since
cigarette commercials were banned
from broadcasting by act of Congress
With the |ini .mil con-cigarette
commercials both oil the an the
consumption ol coffin nails has risen,
thereby bringing into question the idea
that the best way to beat an idea like
smoking is to suppress the people who
advocate it
AT I UK TIME Congress whisked
cigarette advertising off the tube, the
ad agencies and the broadcasters made
bitter lament In retrospect, though, it
appears that they themselves would
have kicked cigarettes out it keeping
them had meant they would also have
to run the counlei advertising Broadcasting gets alarmed if controversy is
let out of the format of the news show
or such dismal programs as Meet the
Press, but meets it only as il swoons
and lobs in setup quest ions
Although you've probably never seen
them, counter-commercials continue
to be made They and the non-profit
outfit called Public Communication,
Inc., which makes them, get written
about Iroui time to time, hut seldom
are they aired It's mil that the
networks or your local TV station don't
have the time
While they'll refuse to broadcast a
counlei commercial even if they're
offered money, they'll put that
outdoors, campy jerk. Smokcy the
Hear, on the air and then stick their
chests mil and their thumbs in the
armholes nl then vests and claim
they've committed a public service.

THEY'LL EVEN broadcast ads
reminding you to use your zip code as
though that or anything else would get
the mail delivered.
They'll cooperate with the American
Cancer Society's terror campaign to
frighten unneeded millions out of the
public, but it was no soap when Public
Communication, Inc. did a commercial
for Ralph Nader's group reminding the
public that millions of Chevies had
potentially faulty engine mounts and
should have been brought into the
dealer for installation of a free safety
cable
On another occasion. Public Communication prepared an ad for the
Medical Committee on I'uman Rights
telling people that the American
Medical
Association had found
products like Excedrin. Empirin.
Cope. Vanquish, and Bufferin to be
either irrational, not recommended
or unsound." That one didn't air either,
although television had no difficulty
with a flayer ad that said virtually the
lame thing
WHY WOULDN'T television let a
group ol doctors give this message
without plugging a product? The
answer to that came at a Federal
i
iminir.itions Commission hearing
last March when John B. Summers,
general counsel for the National
Association of Broadcasters, explained
that The physicians, because of the
position they occupy, have much more

Editorial Staff
•dt'O'
managing editor
newt editor
editorial editor
makeup editor
spo.t, edno.
photo editor
copyeditoi
entertainment editor
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kathtoen m. frai.
onn m. hofbautr
rote m. hume
frederkr ortlip
marcia j. lamer
|oon c gestl
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LeiTers

volunteers give life to co-op
Brothers and Sisters of the BG Coop:
The lit: Co-op is alive and serving the
students of BGSl' thanks to you. the
Co-op volunteer'
You volunteers have determinedly
taken on the critical responsibility lo

All I wanted to do was pop into the
Library to make a couple of Xerox
copies before running a few errands
with my car As it turned out. I had to
tour the whole campus before I found a
lot that had a place that 1 could park in
It was lot A behind Panna Pall

help form a unified Co-op that has
withstood the strains of time and
forces of doubt to emerge a mark of
credit to the Co-op's cause.
Von volunteers have been and are
still self-actualizing to further our
cause of helping the students save

had to walk to get to the Library wasn't
very far. but the fact is that I was
inconvenienced.
I had other things to do and it cost
me ten minutes of valuable time to find
a parking space As everyone knows,
time is of the utmost in today's fastpaced world.
Most of the time I have no
complaints about this University The
exception to this is it's providing of
services and therein lies the heart of
the issue. The University is supposed
to provide us with services for our
fees Is this the way it is done?
Larry A Sawchak
907 Offenhauer

Business Staff

still some willing to help

vaughn e. rockhold
johng. pollock
mkhool j. volentini

Editorial and Business OHkes 106 University Hall
Phone 372-2003
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MAYBE WE COULD HAVE HAD A BETTER DEAL IF WE'D JOINED THE NORTH VIETNAM ARMY

GRANTED, THE extra distance 1

business manage,
advertising manager
sale, manage.

INSTEAD. PUBLIC Communication
is just about out of the counter-commercial business for want of money
Through the help of donated labor.
Westen can make a couple of dozen
radio spots and four or five TV spots
and distribute them to hundreds and
hundreds of stations around the
country for what it costs his opponents
to shoot one commercial, but the
foundations won't kick in
If I went to the foundations for half
a million dollars to study how recall
inlormation on Chevrolet! is
circulated. I'd get it. but I can't get
$5,000 to tell people the cars have been
recalled
Westen s enterprise has gone as far
as il has with help from a few small,
brave foundations and a little grant
Irom Consumers Union, but that's used
up. so we'll have to hope that Ralph
Nader can gel his message across as
well as Andy Granatelli by staging
press conferences and hoping the
repoilers will come
While he does his best and Westen
goes out of the counter-commercial
business, the oil companies have a
clear shot on the airways to peddle
their energy crisis, and the TV station
owners, with prolits so big they dare
not divulge them, can pig it up good on
buffered aspirin

The lit; News welcomes all
letters lo the edltoi and opinion
columns Letters mav comment
on an, other letter column or
editorial
Letters should be a maximum ol
:IIHI winds typewritten v*e ask
tll.lt columns be no mote than lour
typed pages triple spaced
The News maintains the nghl la
edit .ill submissions thai exceed
these limits with respect In ihe
lawsol libel and propel taste
Letters ami columns muM
include ihe author's name
address and phone numbei and
iua> be mailed to the Editor, CO
The BG News 108 Universit\ Pall

To All.
Ripped oft again!
That's what 1 said to myself when I
found out that the University had
turned parking lots 14 and I,, the ones
closest to the Library, into $1 pay lots
for the people attending the high school
basketball tourney at Anderson Arena

An Independent Student Voice

COUNTER-ADVERTISING
also
could police the content ol the
commercials. Ad agencies would be
more careful of their clients' good
names if they knew their tricks were
likely to be refuted by a series of wellproduced, effective commercials
following on the heels of their own
"If we get some of this stuff on the
air. it's an argument for diminished
Federal
Trade
Commission
regulation." says Tracy Westen.
Public Communication's director "If
you don't prohibit a really open market
of ideas, you don't have to regulate "
Thus counter-commercials could
actually make broadcasting a more
believable and effective advertising
medium, while at the same nine
saving its sponsors millions of dollars
in legal fees for fighting off consumer
groups and government regulatory

bodies A simple idea but too much for
industries dominated by CPAs.

let's hear from you

services complaints
fine BG news

credibility with the public The effect
upon advertising is more disastrous.
It could work just the other way
Counter-advertising
could
restore
credibility to both the medium and the
advertising industry. As it is now.
more and more millions of us are
coming to believe that they're all a
pack of liars, con artists, and loudmouthed deceivers.
Counter-advertising
could give
people a new respect for a medium
that encourages and makes statements
that fly in the face of its apparent
financial interest

On behall ol the Flections and
Opinions Board and Student Bodv
Organization. I wish to take this
opportunity to thank all those who
worked at the polls on election dav
Feb 28
Also, we greatly appreciate the
efforts ol Marilyn Dvornik. Nancy
Pess. and Dave Buckland. who
assisted in Ihe arduous task of counting
ballots

Although it is obvious that there is a
great deal of apathy among students,
these individuals and the organizations
they represent show that there are still
some who care about what happens at
BGSU and are willing to take an active
part in matters concerning them
James A. Cowles. co-chairman
Elections and Opinions Board

835 4thStreet.Apt.5

money on their used books Devotion to
this cause, on your part as volunteers,
has resulted in astonishing effects!
AS WHEN THE Co-op moved into
the Centres Hldg last fall, you
volunteers were there willing and
waiting to do the countless hours of
service needed to construct in reality
that which many ol us had dreamed of
and struggled for during the past
several years
And because of your unselfish giving
of your time and effort, the Co-op has
grown and expanded until today we can
proudly proclaim to be a meaningful
and worthy service to the students of
Bowling Green
With your help as volunteers, the Coop is now prepared to lake the large
volume of books and art handcraft
goods that are expected to be

transacted through the Co-op in the
coming weeks
NEVER BEFORE has the Co-op had
the capacity to serve the BG student so
well and save him her so much money
as what you volunteers are now
making possible'
You who are Co-op volunteers have
been and will continue to be the life
giving force to the Co-op
We have come a long way in fulfilling
the Co-op's cause, and with your
sustaining support as volunteers, we
will enjoy a future brighter and more
meaningful than ever before. We. the
undersigned, publicly and sincerely
say thank you to the volunteers of the
Co-op
Stephen Mayberry
Co-op worker

sings for his friends
Last December. 1 spent an enjoyable
two hours with John Denver in
Anderson Arena I'm sorry that David
Fandray didn't share this experience
Obviously, he attended another
concert which he has confused with
Mr Denver's in his review of the
Cordon Lightfoot concert.
The singer that I saw in December
WAS believable and human Pis talk
about Colorado trout fishing did not
seem "just a little too slick" and his
"Silent Night" encore was not what
most would call "clever "
AS A MATTER of fact. Denver's
sincerity t which Mr Fandray does not
grant him) was about the only thing

that kept it from becoming corny
Denver thinks of the people he sings
for as his friends And when he gives a
concert that's the kind of feeling you're
left with.
It's not his showmanship that wins
audiences, it's his sincerity and warm
humanness thai touch them.
1 find it hard to believe that anyone
could have really heard John Denver
and written the review in Wednesday's
News But maybe David Fandray did
attend Denver's concert Maybe he
just wasn't listening..
Sandy Creswell
14 Treadway
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^^^^^^^^^M. Budget hike asked for utilities

N«w»p»>o»o by Corl S*id

Lazy days

Two Univeriity »lud«ntj take lima out to enjoy the warm
temperature*, a cool drink and each other on tho bfIdl wall
neat Ktei»<het Quadrangle yotlorday.

The University Budget
Council is asking for a
$400,000 increase for utility
project operations for next
year, mainly because the
University is planning to
shift from coal-burning to
oil-burning heating facilities.
The Ohio Board of
Controls granted $700,000 to
the University last August
for the conversion, but the
University must come up
with its own operating
funds
The annual expense of
using oil rather than coal is
expected to cost $100,000
more. J Claude Scheuerman. vice president for
operations. said Tuesday
The oil conversion was to
be completed this month but
because
of
designing
problems and an increased
waiting period for funds

INFORMATION tables
will be set up in thrl.ibrary
the Commuter Ceiter and
the Education BWg today,
tomorrow and poistbly next
Monday

Volunteers will hand out
literature explaining the
possible effects of next
year's budget proposals for
State aid to higher educa
tion Miller said they may
also have envelopes and
paper to be used by students
when writing to their legislators
SBO is also urging students to convince their
parents to write to logis
lators in protest of any fee
hike proposals
Miller said maps will be
available at the Information
tables listing members of
the state Senate and I'ouse
of Representatives
The maps are also posted
in all the fraternity and

Congratulations to the
New "toaring Active" Xi's
Liz Borng
Lisa Lichota
Meg Bicholtz
Sandy May
Ann Cirenbauer
Elaine Olinger
Sharoi Deyling
Nancy Pardieck
Conne Farran
Jan Robinson
MaryFoltz
Joan Serrill
PamGillespie
Kathy Sites
Marrie Hona
Dena Taggart
Lynr Knight
Eileen Zauner
Love, Your Sisters

sorority houses on campus
and are available in the SHO
office. 414 Student Services
Bldg . he said
MILLER SAID all students, whether officially
residents of this area or not.
can also write to state Sen
Paul Uillmore and Kep
Charles Kurfess. who represent the district including
the University
"Any student should certainly feel free to write to
them," Miller said.
Pe advised students to
write their own letters to
their legislators rather than
signing form letters

BY NOVEMBER, the University should have pur
chased and installed a new
125.000-pounds of steam per
hour package boiler, fueled
by oil. hos.nd
The boiler is costing
$166,000. including architect
tees
As part ol the project, the
University is also purchasing and installing an oil
storage tank,
costing
51J0.000
The remainder of the
Hoard ol Controls mone\

will be spent on contracting
for the installation of the
equipment and possibl)
other kinds ot expenses,
Scheuerman said
K K. Beatty, directoi ot
buildings and facilities Mid
last summer (he University
began working on the oil
conversion project two and
one-hall years ago
We started because we
recognised that we were
contributing to the pollution
and because the source ol
coal and deliver) ol coal is
verj difficult in Ohio
he
said
• THE
UNIVERSITY
doesn t wanl
to he a

The SBO campaign also includes sending letters to
area high schools to inform
future college students and
their parents of the possibilities of a fee hike
Miller will also appear on
a Toledo radio station Monday night to discuss higher
education in general and fee
hikes in particular
Speaking with him on
WOKO'a
Hap
from 10
p in lo I am will be Ur
Michael Kerrari. acing provost, and Jack Stets. executive director of the Ohio
Confederation of Stale University Student Governments

FREE
DELIVERY

polluter We feel we should
be a leader in anti-pollution
and not a contributor "
Beatty said
I'e said the University
exceeds air pollution stan■l.i! els when burning coal
Other utility services are
also beginning to face cost
mi leases
On .Ian 1 the University
began paying a nine per cent
increase in coal prices
Beginning next July 1. the
University's electricity expenses could be raised 16 per
cent
Scheuerman said electrical costs may not increase the entire IB per cent
because the Ohio legislature

is scheduling legal hearings
with the Federal Power
Commission (FPCl to try to
pull the percentage figure
down
The cost of water and
sewage utilities arc dso pro
jected to increase fr-m $31
million to $39 million during
the 1973-74 academic year
The utilities 1 get this
year is expected to run a
$61.460 deficit.
The utilities department is
asking loi a $400,000 in
crease from last year's budget because ol projected increases in oil convei
electrical, and water and
sewage costs

newsnoTes
North Vietnamese to nil Cambodia of

Diplomats

SBO urges fee block
The Student Body Organi
zation I SBO I is launching a
letter-writing campaign
today aimed at preventing a
hike in next year N tecSteve Miller. SBO
coordinator for stale and
community atlairs
said
SBO volunteers will be
urging students to writ.' to
their state legislators aiking
them to turn down an' budget proposals that would
force universities w raise
then fees

from the Board ol Controls
the process will not be
finished until November 1.
1973, Scheuorman said

Communist tones

W ISKINGTON tAPl Two career
diplomats murdered in an act ol
international
terrorism were
commuted
to rest
among
Americas heroes yesterday on a
gentle rain swept slope ot Arlington

"The Khmer Republic is ready to
discuss the departure ol the North
Vietnamese and their allies \ let
Cong, and proceed to exchange
prisoners ol war." he said in a
broadcast

Amnesty issue

Natonal Cemetery
The burial of Cleo \ Noel and G
Curtis Moore followed a service at
the National Presbyterian Chinch at
which official Washington family
and friends bowed a prayerful
farewell

Peace talks
PPNOM PENH, Cambodia lAPl
I President I.on Nol offered Tuesday
I night lo hold peace talk- and
I exchange prisoners of war with the

W VSPINC.TON | \|M Sue I'resi
dentSplroT \gne» says amnesty for
draft resistors is an issue for Vietnam
wai protestors With no more war to
protest
•ww that Hie antiwai movement
has collapsed all those idle pro
testers have lo have something to
shout about, \gnew said Tuesday in
a speech before the Veterans ol
Foreign Wars congressional dinner

Mayor Lindsay
NEW YOHK .API - Mayor John V
Lindsay yesterday announced lie
would not seek reelection to a third
term in what he has called "the
second toughest job in the nation
I'e said his decision was based "on
personal considerations" and that it
was final "
next year
Lindsay. 51. made the announcement at a City Pall news conference
Seven Democrats have alreadydeclared they will run for the party's
nomination
Lindsay's departure from the race
immediately renewed speculation
that he might seek the governorship
or perhaps a seat in the US Senate
Both offices are up for reelection
next year

turn em
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HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.
1515 E. WOOSTER

353-8881 a 353-8891

NE/V BUILDING COMPLETED

into cash

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED
EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER

MODEL SUITE
CALL

352-7444

HOURS:
12-5
NOW
LEASING

11"
Cheese
$1.25

13"
Cheese
$1.70

15"
Cheese
$2.30

19"
Cheese
$3.10

25c

304

40C

50c

Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef, Ham, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers, Onions, Anchovies
Deluxe (P,S,M,GP,0)'

"Science and
Benign Neglect"
Lecture Presented by

Dr. Joseph Haberer
Associate Professor of
Political Science
Purdue University

"Today" March 8 -1 P.M.

$2.35

$3.00

Dept. of Political Science
Speakers Series

$4.75

SANDWICHES, DINNERS, AND SALADS
Combination Submarine
Ham I Cheese Submarine
Steak Submarine
Meatball Submarine
Steak Sandwich
Steak Special Sandwich
w/Cheese S Mushrooms
Pizza Sauce —

1.20
1.20
1.20
1.20
.70

Hotdogs

6" & 12"

.25 * .40

Coneys

5" S 12"

.35 & .50

~^^>
HOURS

Sundays
Weekdays
Weekends
FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $1.50

a:::::::: :S
ffg

now!

*
jr.

.95

B.B.Q. Ribs Platter
2.50
w/Salad & Roll
Ala Carte
2.25
B.B.Q. Chicken Dinner
w/Salad S Roll
1.65
Al-o'ie prices include ships and pickle

CHEF SALAD

403 Moseley

$4.00

====:=:;

1:00
11:00
11:00
5 PM

-

1 •«
1:00
1:00
2:00
1 AM

Get 50% in cash for textbooks scheduled for next Semester

*

Highest prices also paid of for texts scheduled to be used

*
*
*

in future semesters and for discontinued texts.
Bring 'em in now!

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE

*

1424
E. WOOSTER

*
*
. ..

$

••••••••••••••••••••••^ *********
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Council hears 3 budget requests
University Library.
. utahonal Services and
{Instructional Media On
| have presented budget
for next year biding
fond
Increases
iling roughly $244,000
requesta were prei at yesterday's Budget
icil meeting.
of the budgets inpay increases for
pity and staff.

movies
b* shown
Indent Activities will
nsor two free movies to
'shown tomorrow in 203
cation Bldg.
Joward I'awks
Only
gels Pave Wlflgs" will be
Wed at 2 p.m. Hawks'
Line 7.000 will be
i at 4 p.m.

Melville Spence. director
of the Library, asked thai
funds for the facility be increased by about $105,000
next year
SPENCE IS asking for two
new faculty positions, four
new classified employees
and more temporary
employees This would cost
about $56,000
He also requested about
$30,000 in new equipment
and books and about $10,500
for increased supplies
Spence said the increase
in temporary employment
would mean hooks used in
the Library could be replaced on the shelves faster
than the current rate-.
He said the Library is currently spending about $83
per student. He said this
ranks the University Library
seventh in the amount of

money spent per student out
of the 12 four-year state universities in Ohio.
The new College of Health
and Community Services
and new doctoral programs
could necessitate purchasing
more books for the Library.
ho said

SPENCE

SAID

the

number of books in the
library sometimes helps
deteimine if a school's doctoral programs becomes
.tcrredited
l)r Glenn Daniels, direc-

tor of the instructional
media center, asked for
about $62,000 in new funds
for next year
Dr. Daniels asked for
about $47,000 in new
salaries, including funds for
a full-time graphic artist
and a new video assistant.
He said the graphic artist
is needed because there is no
one to do this kind of work
during the summer.
Dr. Daniels said the work
is now being done by a
graphic supervisor and graduate assistants But he said

work backlogs over the summer because graduate assistants only work for nine
months
DR. DANIELS said if cutbacks are needed in his budget, he would recommend
five areas that would reduce
his budget by about five per
cent They include:
-Off-campus services;
This includes video taping
student teachers and tape
playbacks for off-campus
courses.

-Student employment;

NATO talk rescheduled
Retired US. Army General L L. Lemnitzer will discuss
"NATO and the ('hanging Balance of Power in Europe."
Tuesday. March 27. at 4 p m in 220 Math-Science Bldg
Sponsored by the military science department, the talk
was rescheduled from Tuesday. March 6.
It is free and open to the public.

He said this would include
20 to 25 part-time
employees.
-Supplies.
Dr. Daniels said students
would have to provide their
own materials for services
such as making dittoes of
materials.
-Travel costs.

North
Grove Apts.
1005 North
Grove Street

105 S. MAIN
SHOP 9:30-5:30 TUES.-WED. THURS -SAT.
9:30-9:00 MON. & FRI.

9 Month Lease
Unfurnished

$160.00

Furnished

$180.00

12 3 4 mm)

Res. Mgr. B-7
353-5891

10%0

Management by

OFF

HBtnm

I?AYS OMY

Pendleton
Realty Co.
353-3641

-Closing down the self-instruction laboratory.
Hal Eckel, acting director
of computational services,
asked for a $75,500 increase
next year for computational
services.
HE SAID this would
include $15,500 for renting
and renovating the second
floor of the Health Center.
Computational
services
plans to house offices and a
remote terminal mini-computer in the Health Center.
The move is tentatively
planned for next August
Eckel also asked for a
$60,000 data collection system, which would eliminate
the cost of printing and
handling meal tickets if
Food Services switched to a
computerized system
He said under this system,
students could charge for
food bought in the dining
halls instead of using cash.
There would also be a computer that would check to
see if a student has been
paying his board rate on
time, he said

Nawnihato by Cori Said
A little froth air it good for •varyono, and at limn
a little dangetoui Mark Kettatot, Ireihmon
(AeVS), take* hit chancei while enjoying I he tight i
from a window ledge in Bromfield Hall.

Business series slated
The University will host the first of a statewide series of business seminars on March :il
and April I
The series, sponsored primarily by the
Governor's Business and Employment Council, is designed to encourage development ol
growth industries in Ohio, which could lead to
new products and job opportunities for
Ohioans.
The program is for entrepreneurs and key
executives of new companies in the state

THE SEMINAR v. II be limited to the first
150 registrants to atsure adequate opportunity for each parttipant to discuss his
particular needs with stminar faculty
University faculty pa-ticipating in the program are I)r Robert Kiplan. associate professor of marketing. Dl William Schmeltz.
professor of quantitative analysis and con
trol: Dr. Donald Simmotv chairman of the
business law departmen. and Dr Glenn
Varney. director of the diversity Management Center
Interested persons shoull register for the
seminar by contacting Rcbert Stiles, program coordinator for the Nanagement Center. 372-2807. or William Mctrea. director of
the Ohio F.ntrepreneurship (Ifice of the Governor's Business and Kniployjiicnl Council 8
E Long St . Columbus. Ohio 4215

LEADING OHIO and national experts in
venture capital, management consulting,
personnel management, marketing and
financial planning will assist in the seminars.
The BGSl' program is co-sponsored by the
University's Management Center in cooperation with the Ohio Bankers Association.
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DRESSES
LONG
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SHRINKS
SWEATERS
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"Safe*

That's why Northwest came up
with Reserved Youth Fare.
Camping out is great. But not at an airport.
Sometimes, unfortunately, it turns out that
way. Now, though, we've done something
about it.
If you have any airline Youth Card, you can
get a reserved seat for 20% off. Make a reservation and when flight time comes, just walk
in and take your seat along with all the other

5«
■

Sometimes flying standby
is mostly standing by.
important people. No waiting. No worrying.
No getting bumped off the plane when you
really wanted to go all the way home.
If you don't have a Northwest Youth Card,
you should. And you can get one at any Northwest ticket office or your campus travel agent.
(Be sure to bring along proof that you're
between 12-22.)
Next time you can't afford to wait, remember Northwest's Reserved Youth Fare. And
call your travel agent or Northwest Airlines.

FLY NOFnUWEST ORIENT ^
PS. STANDBY FARES. To those of you who don't
mind standing by in airports and even
think if* sort of neat because you meet interesting
people there: your Youth Card can still get
you Northwest* regular standby youth
fare—40% off Coach.

,
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Shaffer cites campus crimes
turned in false alarms. Lt
Roger A Daoust of Campus
Safety said
t'e said the two students
have appeared in Bowling
Green Municipal Court, one
receiving a $100 fine and
four years' probation The
other case was continued
until a later date
The report said there have
been nine false alarms since
January, eight of which have

Campus Safety investigated 169 complaints during
February. 62 of which resulted in arrests.
In his office's monthly
activity report. Campus
Safety Director Dale F.
Shaffer reported that there
were two cases of assault
and battery. 10 cases of
breaking and entering, six
involving disorderly conduct, and one involving
drugs
In addition, there were
Oiree fire calls, six false
alarms, and a total of 66
cases of larceny, both petit
and grand

Body
movement

and practical application.

Academic
Council
yesterday granted depart
mental status to three
divisions within tin1 College
of (education
The new departments are
educational and adminr
s 1 r a 11v e supervision.

Courses stress PER trends
\ better understanding of how the
body moves is the goal of two courses
introduced fall quarter in the physical
education and recreation department
I PER I
The courses, educational dance and
educational gymnastics, are designed
primarily for freshmen and are required for PER majors, said Sally
Parent, assistant professor of PER.
Both men and women are enrolled
in the classes which meet in a con-

verted lecture room in Paves Pall
The courses help the student understand the new trends of physical
education. Parent said
PHYSICAL education now stresses
a child's motor development rather
than team activity, she said "Human
development rather than subject
matter is important The subject
matter should be based on the student "
The courses learn theory through

practical application, she said. Students analyze their movements and
thus learn how the body moves
Barb Lowry. junior lEd.). said the
program "lets you progress at your
own rate.''
Kevin MacDonald. freshman i Ed. >.
said the class has given him a better
understanding of children.
PARENT said she attains a relaxed
atmosphere in the class by presenting

problems that challenge both high
and low achievers The students work
with and help each other, she said
The University is one •>( a few in the
country using the program. Parenl
said.
The experience gained in the class
is used in an upper level method*
course where students have the
opportunity to use the methods Bl
Crim and St Aloysius schools in
Bowling Green

CUSTOM SHIRTS
AT

THE DEN

LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th

SPECIAL
SPRING BREAK
PRICES

Apts at 1470 8. 1490 Clough St
$65 Each Student
Apt. 824 6th St $55 Each Student
ABOVE MENTIONED APTS All 4 MAN
Leasing June 1 5th to Septemhei 15th
$130.00 pet month

NOW
UNTIL MARCH 17th,

NEWLOVE REALTY

BUY ANY T-SHIRT OR
JERSEY AT THE DEN AND GET

328 South Main St.
Phone 353 7381

GREEK CREST, ANY NOVELTY TRANSFER
OR 6 LETTERS ABSOLUTELY FREE

ROBERT ..JEREMIAH
REWORD
JDHNBDN
A'■BIGGIE"SEE IT NOW
Carol
"UUUUIU All about lov and mamagml

' * ^M

USE YOUR AMC DISCOUNT
CARD TO SEE THIS
L«a

I MinnpJi

i/"
LIZA MINNELLI IS GREAT

>v

:'Walt g)i^ World!

.
^mmma

HELD OVER FOR ALL AGES

DIANA ROSS "LADY SIHGS THE BLUES'
£BILUEHOULW * "ED MOT SMASH!"
,
SEE THIS "MUST"

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME" .„,„

OUT UCTWOOO- ■ •" "• *'" ***

Held Over -A Real Thriller

HE PRESENTED four
preliminary models of the
new departments, which
would incorporate a program committee council to
help direct the divisions
Academic Council also
voted to receive a report on
Army and Air Force ROTC
curricula and to consider in
dividually its three recommendations.
The recommendations
are
-ROTC faculty should
continue to use the special
talents and training of
visiting lecturers and
explore further possibilities
for use of nonmiht.n\
instructors
-Academic Council should

explore with the ROTC commanders the possibility of
reducing the number of
ROTC credits through
having cadets acquire
similar experience in nonROTC classes

■iking that our academic •

curricula be treated like any],
other academic curricula

Instant accurate answers Anywhere
Anytime
That s power. Power you can use to
make your study hours more efficient
Learn more in less time tree from
the numbers drudgery
And now there s a calculator that s
ideal lor college students - the
Texas lnstrumcntsSR-10 It's got the
lunctions you need, at a price you can
allotd It s one ot the best investments
you can make in your education

• Fast-recharge, long-hleNiCad
batteries - and you can use the
SR-10 while it recharges Irom
wall outlet
• Reliable operation. Made by
Texas Instruments, the world's
largest manufacturer of solidstate components and
integrated circuits.
• Guaranteed for one-year,
including parts and labor
Easy to use
From simple arithmetic to
complex equations, the SR-10
is easy to use - even if you've
never used a calculator or
slide rule before. Just press
the keys the same way you
say the problem
Order direct from
Texas Instruments
Order yours now Don t settle tor
less, and don't pay more No other
calculator offers you more lor your
money than the SR-10-and it's
built to last, by the leader in the
industry.
Get yourself an SR-10 and get the
most out of your studies. Then use
it the way you'll use your other
educational investments- i i
in your career An SR-10
I /j£~\
will serve you well for a \-J_5-longtime

Send coupon and enclose check
or money order lor S149 95 plus S3 95 lor snipping^
and handling (Please add state and local taxes
where applicable I Use the SR-10 lor ,15 days, tpen1
it you decide not to keep it, iust return it (in oripna
carton with all accessories) lor full rel'uftd

*

^
I
I
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
I
I

i
H

1
r.p

R

To

1j

•ROTC programs should
be removed from direct
supervision by the College of
Business Administration j
and become a program |
responsible to the Office of)
the I'rovost \ committee'
should he established tol
supervise, operations of the '
programs
Lt.-' Col ■
David
Hannerman chairman of
the aerospace studies department said.
We're,

IN« "HI'OIIAI I it

ITHE FRENCH
CONNECTION
•k
5 ACADEMY AWARDS
CALL 865-7101 FOR SHOW SCHEDULES

prone to having certain
areas overlap with others

■ Exponential numbers. From
1 0000000 x 10 " to 9 9999999
x 10"
■ Full-floating decimal - you place
it in the problem it s automatic
in the answer

: S0UTHUVYCK 7 THEATRES

It's fractured tries
and Urine skis
it's « SNOW BAU'

curriculum and instruction,
and special education
Or David Klsass, dean of
the College of Education,
said at the first hearing on
the department question last
week that the request by the
three divisions for
departmental
status
reflects the growth and development that has occurred
within the divisions over the
years."
He said the three divisions
have produced student
credit hours and have
student enrollments
comparable to those in other
departments on campus
l)r Klsass said yesterday
he thought there was a need
for change in the structure
of the education programs,
which he described as "not
the most expedient" and

Check these features:
• Square roots, squares,
reciprocals at the touch ot a
key as well as addition
subtraction, multiplication
division

NOW 2 INSTANT LETTER MACHINES, NO
WAITING AT THE DEN

NOMINATED
FOR 10
1/^ ACADEMY
U AWARDS

Stevenson pleaded guilty
to the ehaVge of public
intoxication Monday in
Bowling Green Municipal
Court I'e was found guilty
of the assault and battery
charge Tuesday and sentenced to six months in the
city jail.
' '

The new Texas Instruments SR-10
makes studying faster and easier.
Saves time, eliminates errors.

FREE YOUR GREEK LETTERS,

\Q

of the girls, which constitutes assault and battery,"
Lt Daoust said

Here's a personal
calculator that's different.
It s got what students need
..square roots, exponentials,
and more...
'
at a price you
can afford. $14J*9S^jr

INSTANT

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED

LT. DAOUST also said a
Toledo man was arrested

early Sunday morning and
charged with public intoxication and assault and battery after an incident at the
Delta Gamma sorority
house
Leonard Lee Stevenson.
18. not a student at the University, was arrested after
he entered the rooms of
several of the house residents and refused to leave.
"He also touched several

Departmental status ok'd

THE ARRESTS, 51 of
which were made on
campus, were primarily for
traffic violations
However, two of the
arrests involved students
who were alleged to have

A University itudent demonstrates her skills in an Educational
GymnatlKi clou. Introduced fall quarter by th. physical
•ducation and recreation department the clan t.och.i
itudentj to analyie their body movernentt through lhaory

been in residence halls
lt also said that because of
these incidents and the
recent fire in a dormitory at
Defiance College, "persons
responsible for false alarms,
misuse of fire extinguishers,
and destruction of property
will be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law . "

Texas Instruments Incorporated
P O Box 3640 M/S 84
Dallas Texas 75221

}
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Cluster approach extends to sciences
Editor's
Note:
The
following ii tkc third in a
four-part
series
on
the
clatter approach to college
edacatioa. Part Four will be
published tomorrow
By Barb Brucker
Featare Writer
The Modular Achievement
program IMAI'I will extend

its cluster
approach
to
education to the sciences
next quarter with a Science
Cluster College (or nonscience and non-mathematics majori
According lo (he cluster s
director. Dr. William Bax
ier. the program will aim
(or "an integrated general
experience in mathematics
and science

"WE'RE NOT going to be
Irving to cram the students
lull n( (acts just so they can
go into a second course.'' he
said
Instead. I)r Baxter said
the science cluster will approach its subject matter
with an eye toward demonstrating the interrelationships between major ideas
and concepts o( the disci

plines included in the program
Ife said (ormal class sessions will be (ollowed by
small group discussions so
students will be exposed to a
number o( scientitic viewpoints
Discussion o( the cluster
material will "be very much
related to how one scientific
area feeds information to

the other." he said
Academic areas in the
science cluster are chemistry, physics, mathematics.
biology, geology and computer science

scientists "
The first (ive weeks o(
spring quarter will be devoted to the six survey
courses in the science seminar
The last six weeks are to
be spent in independent
laboratory investigation and
a continuation o( the science
seminar.

THE CLUSTER also features a science seminar
which Or
Baxter said is
"designed to give students a
good feeling for science and

The survey courses carry

Student activism-volunteer work
sliidcnl

says Maria White i Boston
University sophomore who
works
with
retarded
children

activism.
involving
hundred* of thousands of
yOUBg people has quietly
taken rool in many U S high
school
and
college
campuses
students s.n the) re out to
improve (octet) and them
selves, not by protesting or
confrontation, but by volunteering
their
tune
and
talents tn social service
agencies and communlt)
groups
Volunteering is the 'in'
thing to do now at school,

EXAMPLES OK the surge
ol student volunteerism are
The number ol students
elementary through collegeinvolved
in
Red
Cross
volunteer activities has increased by HOU.OIHI m the last
tWO veil s
At Kurinan University in
Greenville, S.C . more than
hall
the
2.000
students
participate in fifi volunteer
projects In one. students
(each college janitors and
maintenance men how to

By l.ynne Olson
Associated Press Writer
A

new

kind ol

read and write
At Boston University, the
number of students volunteering for community programs
has
more
than
doubled in the past two
years "We ve been flooded
by students,
says Carol
Moore, director ol student
volunteer services
In the last 10 years, the
Dumber "I college student
volunteers has skyrocketed
from 5.000 on about 30
campuses to about 400 000 at
more than HO per cent ol the
nation'! colleges and universities
according
to
figure!
federal

compiled
National

by the
Student

Volunteer

I'rog ram

(NSVPl
ABOUT mm schools have
organ i/ed
volunteer
programs About 200 offer
credit for volunteer work.
NSVI- officials say They
say the number is growing
steadily
No figures are available
lor high school pupils, but
there seems lo be a sirnil.ir
explosion ol
interest
in
volunteering, says Jeanne
Carney, NSVP director
Student!
say
they're
volunteering lo help per'iic
as well as meet their own

need! for relevance. per
and
sonal
involvement
career testing
Young people are turning
inward
in
this country
They're
developing
a
greater interest in other
people And they re mine
concerned about the quality
ill life in the I 'nilcd States."
says Nicholas w
Craw
head
of
recruiting
for
\< "I'll IN
the government
volunteer agency
ACTION is in charge "I
the Peace Corpi and VISTA
program! Craw lay! application! lor both, declining in
recent
years,
arc
now

shooting up dramatically
Several students, school
administrators and government officials said they
thought a number of young
people who were involved in
•octal protests, particularly
those against the Vietnam
war. have turned lo volunteering
The young people who
lived
through
demon
strations
wanted
to
do
something concrete some
thing they could see and
feel, as opposed to abstract
protests
says BobCooney,
an AfTION spokesman

Winthrop Terrace South
Special

Giant Qt.

Until March 9, 1973 we are
offering a two bedroom - two full
bath furnished apt. for three people at the same price as a two
bedroom one bath apt.

OPEN AT LUNCH TIME
Free Delivery
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

Eight

faculty

members

tory work They will work in
groups of four or five.
"WE'RE NOT committed
to students doing original lab
work.
in
Baxter said
We're nut concerned if stu
dents redesign the wheel
If they stumble on it
themselves, then line "

Crisis Phone
352-PLUS
Apartments Available
for Fall Lease
2 bedroom Apt.
Fully Carpeted
Air-conditioned
Laundry Facilities
9 Month Lease
'175 Mo. plus electricity
12 Month Lease
'155 Mo. plus electricity
Ph. 352-0717
352-7660

Open 9-8 P.M. Mon.-Thurs. 9-5 Fri. and from 10-3 Sat.
PHONE 352-9135

Enjoy Good Living

2for$1000

in

PANT PLACE
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP
OF SLACKS & DENIMS

Birchwood Place
Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

650 6th St.
649 6th St.
802 6th St.

Other Various Apartments and Houses

Reg. Priced From $8°° to $18°°

Now Leasing Spring, Summer, and Fall

THESE PANTS WILL REMAIN
2 for $1000, $5" each FOREVER
THERE WILL ALWAYS BE A
GREAT SELECTION

•Ap*lmttm ait compltiely fuimjhtd icatly to be occupied

•Utilities paid eutpt electric

•Cupeled Ml* and inside entrances

•I shaped living dining area

• Cemial Gas <M conditioning and heating with individual
apartment controls

•Wail to wall caipetmg

•Kitchens come equipped with gas ranges
disposal

loofl waste

CHECK THESE OTHER GREAT DEALS
Cords ■ Reg $14
Now$6"
Knit Sweaters - Reg $13
Now $5"
Flannel Shirts ■ Reg. *8
Now $5"
Select Outerwear
20% Off

•Sound conditioned interior
•Cable T V

•Insulated window glass

•Gas equipped laundiv area available in each apaitmtnt
building

•fast 'tcovfiy gas water heating
•Twn bads in each bedroom

•Ample oft street paihmv

•Built in vamiy in hallway

•880 sq h per apartment

•linen closet

•? bedrooms

•Exclusive membership to 40 s with party facilities kit
chen bar indoor pool pool table

Based On Four Man Rentals

CHAPSTICK
LIP BALM
Regular or
New Flavored
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 39-

NOW 29<

RIGHT GUARD T"
I
GRAY'S
SPRAY DEODORANT
TOOTHBRUSH
9 1 3 ounces
Medium oi Hard
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 49'

GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE '1.09

NOW 89c

NOW 25'

NODOZ

MACLEANS
TOOTHPASTE

15 Tablets

Spearmint Flavor:
5 ounce
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 69'

GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 63'

N0W49'

I „ni SO*
STORAGE
BOXES

ALKA-SELTZER

Wood Grain
or Floral
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE'1.99

NOW 44c

NOW 99<
Office at 4D's at Seventh and High Streets
Hours from 1-5 or by Appointment

VICKS FORMULA 44 j
COUGH SYRUP
6 ounces
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE '1.47

434 E. WOOSTER
master charge

HOW 4"

25 Tablets
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 49'

12 mo $60.00 mo. and 9 mo. - $65.00 mo.

Oxford House

Foi Fine, Thin
Limp Hair
/ Ounces
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE '1.99

I
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

•Sliding glass doors to balcony

•Outdoor Gas gulls available to each budding

1'? baths

PR0TBN21
CONDITIONER

•Citra large closets

•Masoniv eilenois with conciete block (new alls
•Gas lighted entrance

TRY OUR OWN 30-DAY PLAN

I)r Baxter said students
will choose an area of particular interest in which to
conduct appropriate labora

Office at 400 Napoleon Rd.

Bowling Green's Only

ByTheR.R. Tracks

GRADING will be based
on the traditional A-K scale,
but I >r Baxter said students
will still be able to exercise
their S U options in cluster
courses
The science cluster will
involve approximately 120
Ireshmen-about 90
MAP
and 30 non-MAP students
1 >r Baxter said there will be
about 25 students in each
classroom.

quarter, the primary' <'in
phasis will be on discovering
the relationships between
scientific areas

803-815 Eighth St.

352-5221

1.
2.
3.
4.

will teach in the science
cluster
Hi Baxter said during the
first five weeks of the quarter, classes will meet from
9-11:30 am and from 2-4 30
p.m on Mondays. Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Fridays
Wednesdays will be used
for special events
During the independent
investigation segment of the

»\\\\\\X\%\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\M«V

Thursday
GIANT Coke Night
at Domino's
reg 35 Tonight 25*

five
hours
credit,
the
science seminar rates three
hours and laboratory work is
worth seven hours
Dr.
Baxter
said
the
science cluster experience
will satisfy mathematics
and science group requirements in the Colleges of Arts
and Science and Education.
Cluster credits can also be
applied
to
the
general
science requirement in the
College
of
Business
Administration

Call 352-9378 Days
352-7740 Evenings
352-7324 Other

NOW'l"
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

AQUA NET
HAIR SPRAY
13 ounce
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
PRICE 79-

I NOW49'
SPECIALS THRU
SUNDAY

Thursday, March 8, 1973, The BG N.w./Pog.

Panels to discuss
topics on women
The Center for Continuing
Education of Women at the
University of Michigan will
hold a conference on new research on women Thursday.
March IS
The morning session will
begin at 9 30 in the first
floor lecture hall of the
Rackham Bldg on the Ann
Arbor campus
The session will include a
panel discussion on "Why
Don't We Know More About
Women''''
A luncheon will be held
from 11:45 am to 12 30
p.m. Reservations must be
made in advance by mailing
a II 25 check to the Center
for Continuing Education of
Women. 328 Thompson. Ann
Arbor. Mich 48108
At 12:30 p.m. Angela
McCourt Fritz.
a Ph D
candidate in comparative
literature, will present a research paper on "The Novel
Women "

I TONIGHT :
: ONLY!!! {

psychology of women: and
the status of women in this
and other cultures
The closing session on
"From Social Fact to Social
Action" will be held from
3 45-4 30pm
All conference sessions
are open to the public

Professor gets

LASAJLLE*S

speech award
Dr Russell Decker, professor of business law. has
received an award for public
address from the Freedoms
Foundation at Valley Forge
Pa Cui "Teaching Americanism in College Life "
Dr. Decker's speech,
given four times last year is
an update of his 1968 speech
that won $100 and a Cieorge
Washington Honor Medal
Pe was selected for his
"words and deeds which
have supported America,
suggested solutions to basic
problems besetting the nation, contributed to responsible citizenship and inspired
love of country in 1972 "

FIVE PANEL discussions
will be held from I 30-3 30
pm on "What's New in
Research on Women-'"
Individual topics will be
women in history, women
and work, women, family
and fertility.
new

COLLEGE NIGHT
You're Invited

THURSDAY MARCH 8,1973
7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

Geology expert fo talk

CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

in Toledo next week
Spreading Sea Floor
Drifting Continent!
The
Origin of Mountain Systems "
Dr Coney received a
master of science degree in
geology from the University
of Maine, a degree in geological engineering from
l.'Kcole National Supencurc
de Petrole in Fiance and a
Ph I) in geology from the
University of New Mexico

Dr Peter J Coney, chairman of the department of
geology at Middlebury
College. VI will speak at the
University o! Toledo iTUi
Wednesday. March 14. at
7 30 p in

Dr Coney is the 1972 7:<
national lecturer for Sigma
Xi. geology honorary, and
the Scientific Research
Society of \ineiica iRF.SAI
Pe
will
discuss

Scholarship
applications
Applications for the Alpha
Lambda Delta scholarship
are now available in the
Office of Student Affairs 440
Student Services Hldg
The $200 award will be
presented to an Alpha
Lambda Delta member on
the basis of financial need
and service to the University
Applications are due
March 31

HE HAS done field investigations in the French Alps,
led a geological research
expedition in Peru, made
geological and geophysical
studies in southwestern New
Mexico and has done structural analyses in Nevada
and Vermont
The lecture is sponsored
by the Sigma Xi clubs of TU,
Medical College of Ohio al
Toledo and BOSU, and the
Owens-Illinois branch of
RESA
The lecture, in TU s Dana
Auditorium, is free and open
to the public

APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT
DOOR BUSTERS
JUNIOR BONANZA
TONIGHT ONLY, OUR ENTIRE

Junior Sportswear And
Junior Dresses

'0 off
ENTIRE SELECTION OF

Brothers —
Good Luck On Exams

Spring Smocks
BY FRITZI

And Get Psyched

0RIG

off
"

For Spring

U

— DU Debs

Fall Leases
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

Al-Lyn & BumpusDahms Apts.

• 2 Bdrm. Units
• Solid Construction
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs.- 7 Days Wk.
•9 to 12 Month Leases

Falcon Plaza Motel
(across from Harshman)

353-9863

352-1973

- FEATURING Char BreOed Steaki and
Ckepa
Pall Coarse Family
Dkaaer
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES
Opea Tan. tarn Sat.
7:»-l
lyi 7:M ■ 7-.W
41Z EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

SPECIALS DAILY

PRICE

Mens Short Sleeve
Dress Shirts
NEW SPRING FASHIONS

COMPARE AT *5.00-'7.00

CRICKET OF CALIFORNIA

Sizzler Sets
DRESS AND PANTS WITH BIKINI

\AV,-\7V, PERM PRESS

Pierced Endless Hoops
•ALL COLORS
•GOLD AND SILVER
•REG. 4.00

20% off
Acrylic Knit Shrinks
• STRIPES & NOVELTY PATTERNS

NOW!

Clipped Corduroy Jeans
• 50 PR. LEFT
• BROKEN SIZES

Turtleneck Tops
• SOLIDS IN WHITE, YELLOW, PURPLE
•SIZE 6-14
• ACETATE/NYLON BLEND

COMPARE AT '8.00

1"»5

99

8 18 BROKEN SIZES BCD CUPS
BURLINGTON

Basic Sheer
Panty Hose
REG. 4.50
SALE 4.29 OR

4/5.00
Pull On Pant
100% POLYESTER JEAN STYLING

COMP.AT41.00

1 QQ

ONLY

IrtFv

SIZE 1018

MAIN FLOOR

Values In Mens Knit Tops

COMPARE AT »6.00 TO «9.50

• ARROW CAVAUER KNIT SHIRTS
ORIG.»6.50SAL£3.99

ONLY!
32-40

PASTELS, PRINTS, SOLIDS
POLYESTER & COTTON BLEND

ORIG.»6.00TO'7.00
NOW'
MAIN FLOOR

MAIN FLOOR

Body Shirts
REG. 40.00 & 42.50

SALE4.69 ANDO.99
Marchioness Briefs & Bikinis
REG. 4.00 AND 4.25

«u5/4.00
2ND FLOOR LINGERIE

Jeans
DENIMS & CORDS
ORIG.»8.00TO*9.00

NOW

ORIG.'6.00 TO 42.00

SALE

Long Sleeve Dress Shirts

Famous Maker Blouses

NOW

Shirts and Sweaters

• REG. '7.49
TONIGHT

Name Brand Sweaters

ONLY.

ORIG. '20.00

FAMOUS BRAND YOUNG MENS

I T. NECKS, CARDIGANS, CREW & NOVELTIES

ORIG.,8.00T045.00

SAVE 65%
On C.P.O. Jackets

LASALLES OWN BRAND

• POLYESTER KNIT
• ASST. SIZES AND COLORS

MAIN FLOOR COUNTRY STORE

ONLY

MAIN FLOOR COUNTRY ST0RF
COMPARE AT 42.00-'36.00

SMALL-MEDIUM-TALL

• REGULARLY 41.00

Young Juniors Body Shirts

And Swimsuits

ONLY

COMPARE AT »6.00
ASST. STYLES. COLORS, AND SIZES
MAIN FLOOR

Bikinis

Cut And Sewn Sport Shirts
COMPARE AT »6.00 TO'7.50

«tv3.99
ALL FAMOUS BRANDS

NOW 2.99

Russ Tog Co-ordinates;

• BACCHUS KNIT SHIRTS
COMP. AT 40.00 SAtf5.99

1/3 m

• MACY KEMPTON KNIT SHIRTS
COMP. AT »9.00 SALE 2/9.00

ORIG.*13.00-*20.00
NOW *8.99-,l 1.99

•JOCKEY SLEEVELESS TOP
COMP. AT '6.00 SALE 3.99

100% MACHINE WASHABLE POLYESTER
BLAZERS - VESTS - PANTS - SKIRTS
10-18 NAVY & GREEN

LASALLES

Poge 8 The BG News, Thursday, March S, 1973

War necessary'-POW
war released by North Vietnam
Kasler. who was shot
down over North Vietnam in
1966. arrived at Clark Sunday with 105 other Americans freed by the North

CLARK
AIR
BASE.
Philippines (Al'i - A U.S
Air Force colonel who says
he was tortured while he
was a prisoner in North
Vietnam believes the war
"was necessary
we
stopped Communism in
Southeast asia"

Vietnamese

We can thank the war protestors for prolonging the
war Undeclared war or not,
what they did was treason.
They gave aid and comfort
to the enemy. Their hands
are stained with the blood of
American (jls "

day for home

Col James H. Kasler. 47.
of Indianapolis. Ind made
the declaration in an interview with the Pacific Stars
and Stripes, the I' S military newspaper A copy of
Uie interview as made available yesterday at Clark Air
Base the initial processing
Station for U S prisoners of

Car Wash

He left yester-

affairs officer who was
present at the interview suggested to Kasler that he
should not discuss the
matter further and Stars and
Stripes said the colonel
agreed But Kasler added
"I want this in the story

KASLER assailed antiwar

Article cites violence

protestors and said he was
tortured when he refused to
see them
"Efforts
force

me

people
went

were
to

made
see

he said

to

these

"When

I

In extremes to avoid

that. I was tortured "
A

|

U.S.

military

public

GULF

l)r John P Scott, Regents professor of psychology at the
University, has written an article entitled "The Science of
Nonviolence," published in the current issue of "The
Nation" magazine
The article deals with the causes of violence and possible
solutions on both the individual and national level
Dr. Scott, director of the University Center for Research
of Social Behavior, has published several chapters of books
and articles on behavioral psychology

Cop'

72 Gen I Fe«rur« Corp

ACROSS

DOWN

1 Mountain of
Greece.
S Special _
10 Korean soldiers.
14 Elaborate inlaid
work of wood,
metala, etc.
15 Plant life.
16 Algerian seaport.
17
generation.
18 Straightforward.
20 Odder.
22 Nimrod.
23 Reverent.
21 Cul-de-sac.
25 Breastbones:

I Musical accomfmiments: Abbr.
allow.
3 Very observant.
4 Star in Aquila.
5 Unalert.
6 Arctic shipping
hazards.
7 Polo tvjtn.
8 Miscalculate.
9 Cut of bacon.
10 Gathers: ColLoq.
11 Declaim.
12 Scandinavian
SlrPa name.
!ortimer
19 Misgiving.
21 Tabu: Slang.
24 Famous German
wood engraver.

Anal.
27 Cloth knots.
28 Word with ride
or rick.
29 Mail
31 Obscure.
35 Chopped.
37 Marked for
removal, in
Erinting.
astern
outrigger.
40 Crass
42 Trims.
41 Timetable
abbreviation.

25 Author Irwin.

26 Hack.

27 Make fast: Naut.
30
rhurge,
32 Attachment to
a sink.
33 Dickens girl.
34 Needle worker's
need.
36 Command,
38 Itemized.
41 Electrician.
43 i lini"' Comb.
form.
46 Tension.
18 Drum.
19 Hi
ii of twigs.
30 Mexican Indian.
51 Abrupt in
manner.
52 Long for.

45 Slightly foggy.
17 Reddish yellow.

1

19 Via a supposedly
natural heritage.
SI law.
33 Breadwinner.
51 Arc de
57 Fair play.
59 Saddle shoes.
U Eject.
61 I >.■ a puzzle.
62 Eye defect:
Comb. form.
63 Radio instrument; Slang.
64 Palamino.
65 Food list.

Do you want
to go to

gas
15 gal. Free wash
10 gal. .50
5 gal. .75
RAIN CHECK

1000 S. MAIN

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Tell us-Now!!
March 16 23 UA0

Cinema i*2

ANSWER TO MEVI0W MIME

51 Far: Comb. form.
55 French exclamation of surprise.
56 Biblical twin.
58 Polka __.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Brant ptrk.r and Johnny bait

fl'MBuilDit*]

NOW SHOWING FORUMIltD TIME

NOMINA TED FOR
3 AWARDS

BEST
PICTURE
BEST
DIRECTION

Ocliucmncc

* JOHN BOORMAN FILM
Stalling JON VOIGHT • BURT REYNOLDS • PANAVISION* OflO
fcCHNICOLOR* ■ From Warner Bros A Warner Commuracalions Company^

[ A»OREfW?l« J

LUTHER
APARTMENTS

SHOWStvt /IS. 9 2b'SAL-SUN 2 30.4 4b. / 1049:25

825 Third Street 1 bedroom (2 man)

$80.00 each

841 Eighth Street 2 bedroom (3 man)

$65.00 each

733-755-777 Manville 2 bedroom (3 man)
(4 man)

$65.00 each
$55.00 each

1*

3=^ ifc"**

~<m*~ CLASSIFIED —«®*~

— Management by —

SHOWING IN CINEMA 2

Tkuraday Marft IWJ
Dipt ..I t'ollllral Science l|mi III! Mn.ill'l I'.lll I'.ilk
Hi Joseph I'.ihin-t
\.MH
Prol ol Political Scum*
I'uiiiii.-«ill -|M-..k on the V I.-II, .• and Benign Neglect

353-3641

EVE /OS.9:30• SAT SUN 2 IS. 4 35. / 00& 9:2b

Donoi Center M11 Monroe SI
Toledo Ohio Pn Dm I
I 11 H Upm Mon \ Thins H
Hpin closed on Weil Ph
as t..i.

CAMPUSC xl.KNPAH

Pendleton Realty Co.

Bowline Green School ol Sell Defenac i in a Mpm
I'.I.C. P.lll

lUIMIIMIIIIIIMMIIIIMIIHIII

Charles Bronson
has the role of his career!'

HI

TICKLE YOUR
KANO
FREE WITP FEATI'ER
STITCI"" Frtt-ll March9
CRAND BALLROOM

MAGICIAN S BIRTPDAY
b. CHIP V PEEP
IMJ Fiat astl Spider 17 001)
tut new lop & tires Ex
ion.1 H74 72rtleven

» hn.ii.in science Ihrganiial
iv«iuiiiiiii.il meting opcntoall

130pm

I'mut Chapel

44* Student Servicei March
* ;

K

si (j ti 11

1 spnt t:

tegisti.iiion lee
Hrojerl Iti.i/ii 7pm tui F.I BMg
Siipi ..I (iredrdSrhooliol Bruil

The

IWI VW .an 1250 KMtll
Oil Fill 850 Spider II10 or
oiler :IS4 1835

U'.KTMENTSi ROOMS
Suitiinei 0 l.ill Ph 352 7:16.',

1965 Chew Nova all new
brakes & tires in Sept
IVpendable transportation
JI50 or besl oiler 352 5771

2 bdrm mobile home Pets
allowed Call 352 0182 alter
7pm

Speakei

Di

Smith
Naturai.oi.il portrait Panei
Mil.lui-.IM ■**:■

Eurn elt lor 1 adult neal
campus
\ C
Immed
• K-cup 195 mo 1 all 152 0717
01 352 7MW

1'ctll s

Valachi

IIGSC

KarateClab 7pm Forum student set.ties w.ig

Inler-Varait*.
Hoom I II II.II

Papers

Cbrhttian

Fellowship

t Mpm

\inmni

HowlingGreenOa* Liberation 8pm TaflRoom Ihaton
Pcntccoelal BibleClan spin UCPCentei

■—Mums—

LOST AND Fill Ml

CHARLES MOMOH

ANTHONY QUINN
YAPHETK0TT0

III11IPIIH

RESTRICTS - NO ONE UNDER 17
UNLESS WITH PARENT

with

ANTHONY
FRANCI0SA
THIS PROGRAM RESTRICTED UNDER 17 REQUIRES^ACCOMPANY PARENT

SPECIAL ;
KIMMF

"GIVE ME SHELTER"
and

| "NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD"
SATURDAY NITE- MIDNITE

B^OWN

''"""' "''•'''"' '" '" "* "J
[oOMcagor-rlltar. M

Lo« rnf in 3rd or Tlh SI
.u.'.iBold wit* brown
HOM ii two diamonds will
racompwia »'.iii .152W4:*

will pa* loi graduation
ticket. Call SS-5MJ altei
t,|iM

7 & SUN 2:0

S*

LOST
1 pi
desperaleli
nectio.i Klaaaei
Betweea
K.mnd.M. ,\ Mi K.l. < all
Nan.. MIJSREW Mill

°- 3 351.510

Loll --Ii Orphew watch men
Ikr rm \aiaioiiuin reward
MHI
RIDES

afJJ 1ST*

IATINEESONLY!

Need
two ticket! loi
g1.11lu.H10n fall .152 6X*
Needed
*'\lra gla.lii.itnm
iicketi Mark t.t.mil
SERVICES OFFERED
will OOTYI'INU

MATINEE!
ALL
SEATS
75'

Found IteckgCgri r,„ 111 Ed
itidgPh.tMt,:,

l.o.l 1972 h s ring Krmalr
Mackonya Mill Reward

as Nick I > s.,h ,.

MIDNITE SPECIAL!!

Call 151-M43
Need I or 2 F to sublease
apt lor spr qtr Reasonable
4 near campus Ph 352-7365

m.si Veteran .iiuh 7pm Not thg.nc Lounge

LIMO VtHTURA - •-.*- «■
.ATCRENCC VOUNO — THi VALACHI >»APtM~
-. JOMmmsiMAH jiuifttuwo
• WMTfft CWABi OtfUlO S O lOUOMUN
» »MtDf O HA21W »■■—■■■ •, STfPHEN OtLKR
- *WM *• «-. MM itm VHM >«n |wPfT€RMAAS y—HmZORT(XANI

roommate to rent apt lor
spring quarter with three
others Onl. Stv5 a month

Sign up loi Spline Hush .11

-BOSTON GLOBE

I H

\\LrH

9 Mould Lease Only
All Apartments furnished

STUDENT PRICES FOR THURS. & SUN.
WILL NOT APPLY TO "DELIVERANCE"

iMmiimilllllllllMMIMIIIHII

jjl.jw&Bjljiifej

VJI

"~

1US U.T0M UMVtl

SATURDAY and SUNDAY!

CULTURAL BOOST PRESENTS

Kid.- n.1"1.!.1.! 10 .>- Iiom
wol.'in Now Vorfc spring
Call Martin MM
I need a ride to Kultalo or
area an.liiii.' allei H1.1111
Thin. March 15 Vviil pax
(*all Kalhv .172:1200

STARRING

HARRY CHAPIN
MONDAY - MARCH 12,1973 at 7:00 P.M. IN ANDERSON ARENA
CULTURAL BOOST Members Free-Non-members $1.00

Tickets available at 405 Student Services starting today

PERSON \IS
I'ear
I'lolessoi
Joseph
I'aberer I'olilual s.ien.e
Purdue I'niversilv speak on
Science
and
Renign

Naglerl
Hide needed to \kron
Canton area on Knda\ Call
John :'*it mil pa.
PELPWANTED

"Concert at Early Eve"

IMFORTS INN
Imported.
Car SpecialkNi
lorei|n'
repau 1:12m Buimp H.I 1111
Turn Irli oil N Dixie I'w)
Open Mon-Frt lOaniBpm
Sal lUam jpm

Wanlrtl Name 11-7 or 1 II
shlll Ph 353M1I
Needed
manager
tor
Kh.lh.ni and Blues band
Call 353 7464
Hadio Slation IVAWR-FM
117 E Court St Bowling
tlreen seeks applications
Irom all quallhed trainees
lor sales or announcing
positions regardless ol sex
age race religion or ethnic
background Portage Vallev
Rroadcasters Incorporated
is an equal opportumt.
employer
Need
waitresses
and or
deliver*
men
vppl.
in
person
1004
S
Mam
Pagliafsl'irra
W ANTED

m 403 Mowley

Pall Thursdax March 8
Wanted
4 persons to
organize \ work on Da.
fare tenter lor Popular
fullure National Moling
Indunapoh*
Npril
1315
Kxpenses paid & I 5 hours
academic credit available
through
Kxperiinrntal
Studies Call Susan formllion .154-Ulis mornings
372aJ107 alternoons
Hi; Mumnus and now I S
Congressman will accepl
applications lor Washington
internships lor all quarters
including summer Phone or
visit Office ol Experimental
Studies lor further details
HCIHIV MILKS in concert
I'mversilv ol Toledo Kield
Pouse March
10
Spin
Tickets 13 advance t] 50 at
door For into call 5323232
Weeklv

earnings

male t.

female Donations accepted
twice a week Blood Plasma

Vlpine \ illage IIO..
limited menu in
rorktatl limnge until mid
night exert night Petti tlptnr Village 117 N Main
M'I.IIII;

SANT \\ \ i> mining 10 the
Toledo Spun,
\rena on
S.itunlax March 17 at 8pm
Ticket, .in- I-' :.u m advance
at Cinders Records
BETAS
Congrats on all
Iral H ball Championship
The Pledges

NOW
LEASING HAVEN
POISE
MANOR
U'TS
EOH SUMMER 4. SEPT
:1527444

NetsJ 2 M mils mar 15
Deluxe apt 170 lllo Ph 154
9111 or 3524161 8am-noon

HOUSES i APARTMENTS

Now
LEASING HAVEN
POISE
MANOR
KITS
FOR SUMMER \ SEPT

loi rent Call 3529378

352-7444
2 E rmmts needed Spr qtr
Call 352 8093
Large 2 bdrm apts lor 4
students Fall A. summer
leases Ph 352 7365

OPAi get read> lot .. great
-pnng quartet

vl'O.

Need 1 M roomate spr \
sum qlr Winlh Ter 352

5302

2 bdrm turn apl
\vail
limned 1155 mo plus elex352-0717 or 352-7660
I bdrm lurn apt uttl meld
\vatl Mar 15 354 1452 alt
9pm

Wood*
Than*
tor
super, ismg Mil lo.kerr.Him
prolecls
Ju.i
wan
ill
NEXT year' J M .*. E s

I'rgenC I I rm lor sprg
qtr 2nd St apt 155 352 6113

FREE
MIFF
FRFF
FREI
CONCERT WITP
FFXTPEHSTITCP"
En
Mai
9
8 12
GRAND
BALLROOM

I F roommate needed lor
spring quarter 11-13 I'm*
* illage Apl Swimming ,*
air conditioned Please call
352 9330 alter Spm

\pis & houses 1 block to
campus lor sum A tall qlrs
Students 352 1261

Phi Tau s
Super
with xou last Frtdax
have another lltng

Siad \ tew Pn rm 160 mo
Spr qr 3529115

I female roommate needed
lor spring
March Iree
I'ni.ersitx Village Call 3527010

time
Lets
soon

D.G *
Norman

Happ* dax latet

I'lU SFSi VP.HTMENTS
torrent Call 352-9371

\xailable tall & summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1973 353 9663

20th sameHutnplestilskin
Leasing lor sum qlr 4 man
deluxe apt Rales reduced to
160 mo lit 154-9111 or »28161 an. time

FOR SALE

t omponenl
stereo 70w
Monarch amp
tlarrard
turntable 4 spk 2 color
organs
Quad adapt
2
headphones Call 3M<895
ilihson guitar \ amp
rood 352-7M7alter5

ex

Scuba equipment must sell
152-7100
Tired ol walking to campus
or uptown" Nice Yahama
100 Good condition easy to
handle insurance low 6694262
Ventura
guitar
clarinet
with cases 131 each Ph
217-1211 North Baltimore
Capeharl solid state stereo
w 2 speakers Call 312 5647
aller6 Cheap
Slacks and denims 2 for 110
al The OXFORD POUSE
ROCK
AND
SHOPS
ALBUM OF TPE WEEK
TPIS
WEEK
IS

Leasing now lor summer &
t.ill qlrs I block lo campus
Call 3114673 belore 5pm
alter 6 353-1143
NOW
LEASING HAVEN
HOUSE
MANOR
APTS
FOR SIMMER 6. SEIT
3527444
HOUSES* APARTMENTS
lor rent Call 152-9178
Single vacancies i3m -21 i
lor spring qlr at Campus
Manor l behind Burger Chel t
ph 352*131 312-7165 2429302
I or 2 M rimes
Main 151 month
eves Mb phone

116'< S
Stop in

1 F lor spr sum newlv
lurmshrdapt 352 7668

NOW LEASING lor Sepi
Deluxe 4 man apis Near
campus
* some
special
leases still available i Ph
154-9111 or 312-1161 lam- ~
noon anv dav

THURST1N MANOR
APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER

AT SPECIAL RATES
phone 352 5435
I vacancv student rooms
men Ird qtr Pn em kit '
rec rm 3 blacks to campus 152*041
I male spr & sum 13 75 and
ulil Own room
1230 F
W nosier 353-4141
Need female to sublease
furnished apartment on 3rd
Street 1140 for entire spring
quarter Utilities encluded
Call Ann 152-OHM alter 7pm

1 fm rm now or spr qtr
Call 352-7320 before noon

1 M lor 2 man 2 bdrm lum
apt spr sum 152-6714

I M
prtv
bdrm
lurn
modern apt in Tonlogany
Avail immed Call Al 123
4502 or 372 2111

F rm wanted Own room
114 Firsl No 4

HELP-

Need

female

WAYNE APARTMENTS
352-5*57 m-KK
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37 named to 'Who's Who'
Thirty-seven
University
students have been named to
•Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges' for 197273
The
students
were
selected for their academic
achievement, service to the
community and University,
leadership in extracurricular activities and future
potential.

i iei iiiaine I'iscura, senior
(Ed. >. member of Mortar
Board and Angel Flight.
Regina Takesky. senior
(Ed.), Mortar Board and
Angel Flight.
Thomas
J
1'artland.
senior iBA.I. Theta Chi
fraternity
president
and
member of Interfraternily
Council;
DINESE DRAKE, senior
lAltS).
member of
the
Sociology
Undergraduate
Committee and Phi Beta
Kappa national scholastic
honorary society

THE n WOMEN and 17
men chosen from this University are
Henry
Dunnick.
senior
(B V>. justice of the Student
Arbitration
Board.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
president
and vice
picsidem ol Interfraternily
Council.

Nawttdwt* by Corf Mi
Jack

Popular

Nochbar,

leaching

fellow,

left,

and

Dave

Sowd

gradual* «rud»ni. grade popular culture protect, to bo thown
tonight at th* Popular Culture "Show and T*ll Night" from 7-

culture

10 p.m. Multi-media presentations by students from English
260 and Popular Culture

160 will

be featured

in

115

Education Bldg.

Karol
Kampe
senior
I Ed i. Outstanding Creek
Woman for 1973 and Pan
hellenie Council president.
Marilyn
Brown,
senior
i B \ I, member of Mortar
Board
Falconeltes
and
Bowling
tireen
Figure
Skating Club.
Steven
Kerber.
senior
I It A I,
president
of
('micron Delta Kappa men's
leadership
honorary
and
past president ol Sigma
Alpha F.psilon fraternity.
Roy Shafer. senior iKd t.
special programs assistant
for the associate dean ol sin
dents office;
Terry
Neslund.
senior
i B A I, student body secre
larj.

(ireg
Jackson,
junior
i AASi. founder and director
ol the Office of Voter Facilitation.
Charlotte I. Hush, senior
I Ed I, Orientation Board CO
chaii person.
Carolyn
Speed,
senior
I Ed. I, I'anhellenu Council
treasurer and member of
the Black Student Union and
lhe BGSU Gospel Choir;

Car repair shop owner
responds to complaint
Hie
Curry,
owner of
Imports Inn. a local foreign
car repair shop, has responded to a complaint filed
against him by Dan Ryan,
senior iBA I, through the
Ohio Consumer Protection
Agency tOCPA)
In his complaint filed in
Columbus. Ryan charged
Curry with installing a $7u
starter in his car without his
consent and using the car as
a taxi to pick up spare parts
in Toledo
OCTA sent a copy of the
complaint to Curry and gave
him lUdays to respond
In his response. Curry said
Ryan had merely told him to
fix the car when he brought
it in When Ryan became up-ct about the starter. Curry
said he offered to install it
free of charge and withhold
the tax

171

HE SAID when Ryan told
him lie could I mil a less
expensive starter al anothei
shop lie told Ryan he would
install it il one could he
found
Curry said he then called
the other shop and found its
price for a starter was also
$70
In response lo the com
plaint that he allegedly used
Ryan's car to pick up spare
parts. Curry said he had to
take the car to Toledo lo ob
tain the light points loi n
The hall engine frame he
picked up on the way hack
only weighed about 10 or 12
pounds, he added
He also said Ryan was not
charged for am work in-

U.A.O.
FREE-FREE
CONCERT

MHdMaS

voiced and that he took out
the new starter and gave
back the original one
Ryan said he has since had
his car repaired at anothei
repair
shop
in
Bowling
tireen for $50 M I'c said the
other shop limply ovei
hauled his starter

I

have lo gel

ol

the

Athena
Sofios.
senior
i Ed i.
newscaster
for
WI'Al. campus AM radio
station and hosl ol a :I0 mm
ulc daily children's tele
vision program for Buckeye
i ahlcvision in Toledo.

together

Diving

Scaba

Diving

Scaka
Scaba

LYNDA THOMAS, senioi

Is

Open to BGSU Students,

•Enjoy the fascinating
Bahamas while staying
at the luxurious
hotel Shalimar

Traval

Divine

Y»i

Is

352-9259

YOU NAME YOUR PRICE

Special

An Affair & Fries
Reg. 4.15

- For information on

LYNETTE MUSIC, senioi
i Kd I,

co chau person

harities Board
David
Woltle.
senioi
»Kd i. Olympic gold medal
winner in the H00 meter and
member ol the University
cioss country, indoor and
ouldooi track teams.
Christopher

Mi -I'racked

senioi lA&Si Student Body
1
Irganization coordinator ol
cultural
affairs,
Culluial

ONLY 89^

STILES.

fee recommendations
I he budget sub-council yesterday gave its unanimous
approval lo recommendations it had made last Sunday for
nexi year s general fee allocations.
Its I dial recommendations also idcluded a report on its
allocations to date amounting to $2,337,734 of the projected
$2 464 (HKI available for next year.
Recommendations foi eight budgets have been decided
upon so lai
Die $120 2«ii still available for next year will be allocated
lo 14 other groups receiving general fee monies The subcouncil will hold budget hearings lor these groups spnng
quartci
Recommendations for (he eight major budgets will be
presented lo llddgel Council Friday. March 9 The report
then will go to the president's office and the treasurer's
oil ice
President Moore is expected to take the recommendations
lo the Board ol Trustees at its April 5 meeting

FREE DELIVERY
TILL 4:00 A.M.
DURING FINALS

FALCON
PIZZA

Take a cram break
at the FALCON PIZZA
—Free Pepsi or Coffee—
with any Pizza or Sub
order at the FALCON
From 1:00 A.M. till 4:00 A.M.
Sunday thru Thursday

NOT GOOD
FOR
DELIVERY

ATMCOOMAtOS
VOM CCt VOW*
•JUST OCSSCOtS.

AOi

■McDonalkrs
I.

1050 S. MAIN

Pregnancy
Counseling
Service

&

1470 E. WOOSTER
(Across from Hanhmanl

Dial Toll-FREE

Tripple Ripple
Ice Cream Cone

800-327-4320
A non-profit organization

ARE YOU
MAKING
IT TO
PHI MU'S
FLAMING
HEARTS
PARTY?

ROBERT

December graduate in business administration, program coordinator for the
Management Center;
Judy Junk, senior (Ed),
co-chairperson of the Spirit
and Traditions Board and
member of Mortar Board,
Doyt L Perry Jr.. senior
lA&Sl.
member of
Phi
Kappa Phi national scholastic honorary society;
Robert
A
McOmber.
junior (B.A.I, member of
Omicron Delta Kappa and
the University track and
cross country teams
Jeff
Sherman,
senior
(A&Sl.
Student
Body
Organization president.
Cynthia Rowlett, senior
iMus. fid. I, first vice president of 1'anhellenic Council
and member of Mortar
Board

Sub-council approves

352-1215

Across from the football stadium

Contact:

Freddy'
Freddy
Falcon,
the
University's
athletic
team mascot, was un
masked
at
pre game
ceremonies at the iu;
Toledo University basket
ball game Saturday night
.il \ndeisou \rena
"Freddy' was William
"Dewey" Potts senior
it \ i.

Joann M. Con tun. senior
(Ed), president of Sigma
Tau Delta national English
honorary society.

FINALS GOT YA
BURIED??

how to obtain a safe
legal, low cost abortion

ol

1

Boost director and Omicron
Delta Kappa vice president;
Ann Uiiikei senior (Ed I.
active in Mortar Board and
the Hed Cross blood drive.
Janice Csokmay. senior
(Ed ».
member of
the
marching band, and National Klks Foundation Most
Valuable Student in the
United States.
I'eter
Kotsalos. senior
IA&SI. student representative to the Board of Trustees, and executive vice
president of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity;

I MUST HAVE AT LEAST FIVE MORE
TICKETS FOR MARCH GRADUATION EXERCISES

Thursday

LEGAL ABORTION
INFORMATION

senior i Kd I, varsity checi
leader captain
Steven
Miller,
senior
lA&St,
Student
Bod)
Organization coordinator for
slate and community affairs
and member of Omicron
Helta Kappa.

Rfud all aboul Diving in SP0R1 DIVER
A monthly Midwest orientated publication now available
for only S3.00 per year.
■■- ,1 13 DO (I ,,..) tS.OO (2 ,..! fodo, «...
EI N Associates
JJ704 Fo.J R..,l • l>.,„(..,„ Hg.ii . Mid.. 4SI27

STADIUM-VU

Oxford I ravel

George Millei Jr. senior
i II A i.
Student
Bod)
Organization vice president
and formerl) legal chairman
and advisor to the Black Slu
dent Union and
sludonl
assistant lo the vice piesi
dent ol operations;
Whonetha
Browning.

A dvenlur*

Diviag Is

Pink Dogwood 7:30

Faculty & Staff

James
Moyei
senior
i Kd I, past president ol
Alpha Sigma Tin Iralornin
and Intel lialcinily Council.
Carol Mall, senior i US i
past president ol Alpha Chi
Omega sorority and assis
lain
captain
ol
Pom
merettes
precision
dull
loam

Excitement

Is

ACE Yearbook
Picture Retaken Thurs. Night

FREEPORT

Physical

Education Majors Club.

With Columbus af let they review the case to see if legal
action should he taken.''
Ryan added

Scaka

MEN!-W0MEN!

president

whether oi nol there will be
an investgation

f'e said OPCA is currently
reviewing the lads and il
will let mc know tins week

JOBS ON SHIPS' No e.ppri^vr iiHlunfd
Eicfttnl piy Ai»ld»idr n»vfl I'frtrtl
www 10b « c* w Sfnd S
tomnlmr SfjWAI l*W 0-» P0 Ho.
7049 Port fc«Hrv Washington 4636,'

Patricia Fleming, senior
(Ed i.
member
of
st
Thomas More University
Parish Council and vice

(B.A.I, past iiresidciii of Chi
Omega
sorority,
QeMcii
Torch president,
senioi
attendant lor homecoming
and undergraduate assistant
to the University vice piesi
dent lor public sen ices
Chris
Killer,
senior
tB.A I, Commuter Organi
/alum president.
(iregory
Smith,
senior
i Mils
Ed I, 11Mimici and
director of the BGSU Gospel
Choir.

8-12 - Fri.
March 9
Hoi Apple

Grand
Ballroom

Pie 20*

20'

Southern Cal favored
in indoor track finals
Defending
champion
Southern California will be
favored to retain its NCAA
indoor tack title in Detroit's
Cobo Arena Friday and
Saturday. Bowling Green
coach Mel Brodt said in a
news conference at the Ice
Arena yesterday
"If we get in the top five
I'll be happy." he said. "We
can't get enough points to
win "

NawsptxWa fcy Oeve Omm
Craig Macdonald and a capless Dave Woltle will lead the
Le(ldcrS

Falcons'

indoor

track

contingent

in

the

NCAA finals in

Detroit's Cobo Arena Friday and Saturday. Steve Danrorth,
Bob McOmber and Tracy Elliott, right, didn't qualify.

Women tankers win title
second season in a row
The women s swim team
climaxed .1 winning season
last weak by successfully
defending its Mid-Western
Championships crown
at
Di'pauw. Ill
The female tankers won
the 1 in (vday meet, which
ran March 1-3, with a team
total ol 272 points Indiana
was second with 226 points
and Illinois was thud with
206 points

during
the season, was
disqualified alter the first
day ol meet competition lor
missing the linal heat lor
100-yard
freestyle.
The
Falcon lemales petitioned to
allow her to swim, but the
meet officials refused to let
her compete
Coach .lean Campbell was
ecstatic about the team's

Kightecn
teams
Irom
Illinois. Indiana. Michigan,
Wisconsin
and
Ohio
competed
Amy Smith. Becky Sink)
Cheryl
Dick
and
Betsy
Fisher opened the meet with
a record lime ol I 5:i 2 in the
200-yard medley They broke
the old standard of 1 ■•■ I
SIESKY FINISHED third
in the 100 yard breaststroke.
second in the 50 yard breast
stroke, fourth in the 50-yard
freestyle and fourth in the
400-yard medley
Fisher was third in the
100-yard freestyle, fifth in
the 100-yard individual medley, second in the 200-yard
individual medley, and first
in the 400-yard f reestle
Swimmers
that
also
finished in the top 12 of their
events
during
the
competition were Valeric
Newell. Sue Sicskv. Dick.
Call Sailer. Cheryl Kimball.
Smith Nancy llullaii. Chris
Bandelow. Julie freeman
and Sue Svenson

BCi's

Intramurals
Sigma I'hi Kpsilon captured its second straight fra
lernity
swimming
championship as it totaled :tR
points in the fraternity team
swimming
Sigma
Alpha
Kpsilon finished a distant
second with 12points.
New meet records were
sei by IheSig Bpa In the 200'
yard freestyle relay and the
106 yard medley relaj
Tom Jake of Kohl Kail set
a new meet record in the ill
yard butterfly at 26 9 lltlici
indivulii.il winners were II
Yost ATii. .i BrownfieldSAK, I) llowei I'KA and

T

Conway Sigma

Phi

WIAN, one of

Kpsilon
Sixteen
teams
partici
paled in the meet
The No Names won I lie
I'JTit
Independent
hockey
title as it defeated the
Hromlield Hruins 2 II in the
finals The Bruins had won
the residence hall title in

stronger performers

earlier competition when it

DIANE

performance ai Ocpauw
However,
she
said
she
regretted that the team
doesn't have the traveling
expenses to compete in
nationals
The
women
swimmers had a budget
allotment this year ol $1.000.
which they have exhausted
The team finished the
regular season with a .1II I
HI ."(I

edged the XYZ
Rodgers.2 |

Irani

ol

The No Names will face
the fraternity champion lot
the All-Campus crown

The greatest satisfaction
I get Irom being equipment
manager is being with young
players and helping them Income better individuals.
Said Glem Sharpie Sharp
Sharpie.
a household
name to BO sports enthusiasts, is in Ins 17th season
as Howling Green's equip
ment manager Since 1167
he was worked to streamline
the equipment room
1 use a system in which 1
keep the players wash in
separate
piles,'
Sharpie
said. "I call it the Bag
System'."
The Bag System is a peg
board with rods sticking out
of it. like a towel rack The
bags ol wash are held on the
rods with giant five-inch
salety pins, and are tagged
with a number (or each
player
"THIS SYSTEM is a time
saver ior me. since I have to
lake care ol so many practice unilorms and equipment." said BG's equipment
man
In addition to taking care
of
uniforms and
wash.
Sharpie purchases equipment and is responsible for
the student manager program.
"Individually, every sport
is the same. II you keep

everyone in line, with then
wash
in order,
lootball
players can be as easy as
basketball players.' he said
Before coming to the University.
Sharpie
ran
a

"SOUTHERN CAL should
be able to score in the
vicinity of 30 points ithis
yean," Brodt said
The
Falcon mentor figured the
maximum total BG can
score this weekend is 22
points
Brodt said Kent State
Michigan Slate. Illinois and

Basketball
team loses
The women's basketball
team was ousted early in the
Ohio
slate
basketball
tournament held last week
at Cedarville College
The H(! women won their
lust contest. 44 19. over
Otterbeln College, but were
eliminated by losing theli
second game in overtime
42 4U to the University of
Cincinnati
ohm state Unlversit) won
the tournament Host Cedar
ville was second

in

vaulting

competition,

sa\ Sharpie plans to leave
BO lo join the Cleveland
Cavaliers organization
he
said he has not been con
tacted by the Cavaliers
about job opporunities

Central's Sue Brltl finished
lust
DuBois
finished
highest for the Falcons with
a 6.8 rating which earned
her fourth place

run the 880 and the 1.000yard dashes, but the time
schedule for events limits
him to the mile and twomile
"They're trying to make it
so one man runs in one event
and the more balanced team
wins." Wottle said.
Wottle said BG will do
well "if it's a low-scoring
meet
and Southern Cal
chokes But we can just as
easily bomb out, too." he
added

N. Ill inois joins MAC
COLUMBUS (API - Northern Illinois University yesterday became the ninth
member of the Mid-American
Conference
I MAC I,
lastest growing inter-collegiate league in the counIrj
Admission of the Huskies,
located at DeKalb, marks
the third time in 20 months
that the MAC has expanded
Central Michigan and Eastern Michigan both gained
membership in the summer
ol 1971
Other MAC members are
Howling Green. Kent State.
Miami. Western Michigan.
Ohio and Toledo
Announcement
ol
Northern Illinois' entrance was

The N1U regents accepted
the bid Tuesday via a telephone poll Northern Illinois
has a full-time enrollment of
21.070 students.
The Huskies are expected
to begin competing in all
MAC championship sports
except football and basket-

ball in September
Entry in the basketball
race could come as early as
the 1975-76 season
The
Huskies probably will not be
eligible for the football title
until alter 1980 because of
scheduling problems.
Northern Illinois currently

is playing an independent
schedule alter the league in
which it was a member, the
Conference of Midwestern
Universities, folded
Ball si.it.- which had been
mentioned as a strong membership possibility, was not
admitted at this time.

made jointly by Conlerence
Commissioner Fred Jacoby.
and l)r Phillip R Shriver.
Miami ol Ohio president and
chairman of the MAC council of presidents.
The MAC presidents voted
unanimously to extend an
invitation
to
Northern
Illinois at a special meeting

Monday

THE CHIPPEWA8' Sail)

the all-around competition,
while DuBois and Koglman
finished third and fourth.

Spike

Indiana player with an unlucky number in the Falcon's only
league loss, suffered last week. The Falcon 'spikers' are 4-1
overall.

respectively,

Ideas and Opinion

Crawford won both the uneven bars competition iK Q5I
and Ihe floor exercises (8.21
Dubois was fourth in the un
evens
(5.3), while Debt
Bloom was third i7 01 and
Graham was fourth 16 I in
the floor exercises
DuBois was second and
Graham lourth in all-around
competition

Baseball best for fans
Editor's note: The following Is the last in a six-part series
comparing tke four major spectator sports.

Memories and Historic Games-1. Baseball: 2, Football;
3, Hockey; 4, Basketball

By Bob Moon. Staff Writer

Competitiveness-1, Basketball 2. Football; 3, Hockey; 4.
Baseball

At Ohio State, the Falcons
once again failed to place a
lirst Bonnie Koglman was
lilili in vaulting |6.41 and
Anita Daggetl was tilth on
the uneven liars i4 551
Koglman was third (6.(5)
and Graham was lilth i5 75i
on
the
balance
beam
Graham was third i7 051 and
Bloom was fifth i6 5l in
Boor exercises.
Graham finished second in

SYSTEMS

The majority of avid fans cannot afford the luxury of a
season ticket and therefore must rely to a great extent on
television and radio coverage of the games. However, they
still attend a certain percentage ol the games even if they do
not own a season pass
What. then, are their chances ol not only getting a ticket
to see the game, but getting a good seat as weir
Their chances are best in baseball, for the simple reason
that because of the long schedule, the stadiums are seldom
Idled
The Ian has plenty of seats from which to choose. Of
course, the number of seats varies with the size of the
stadium, the size of the crowd, and the time that the fan
decides to buy his ticket.
Basketball

have attracted job opportunities with top notch professional lootball teams
I have had opportunities
to
join
the
Minnesota
Vikings
Denver Broncos
and the Cincinnati Bengals."
he said
He also took care of the
New Orleans Saints when
they came here to train
during the summer ol 1970
I could write a book on
every little thing that has
happened over the past 16
years here 1 don't care if
BG wins or loses That is the
job ol the coaches 1 get
satisfaction in helping the
athletes here grow mentally." Sharpie said.
Coaches sometimes have
to be tough guys, and the
players need someone they
can turn to. and Sharpie's
that kind ol a man," said
head basketball coach Pat
Haley
He is like a lather
to the players
A cocky
freshman will come to BG.
and alter a lew chats with
Sharpie, he grows up a lot."
Although recent rumors

THE
FALCONS
were
qualified before this week to
have four other entries in
the meet, but the Games

Committee for the NCAA
finals Monday lowered the
qualifying standard in the
mile from 4:09 to 4 07.
knocking
Schnittker
and
Macdonald
out
of
that
competition
Schnittker had qualified
just last Saturday with a
4.08.3
at
the
Eastern
Michigan
Classic.
Macdonald had qualified in
his only attempt at the mile,
a 4:082 at the Central
Collegiate Championships.
Wottle is still qualified to

BG volleyboller lorry Benecke tries to spike one post an
Tip- women a gymnastics
team dropped
two dual
meets last weekend. Mi H!i
65 IS to Central Mulligan at
the Women's Gym Ft Idaj
and K2 35 63 Kfi to Ohio Slate
in Columbus Saturday
The BO women had no
individual winners in the
Central
Michigan
loss
Sand) DuBois was thud (7.2
iHiinlsi and Susie Graham
was
fifth
(6 11 on
the
balance beam:
Central's
Sharon Richard was first
With a 7 6.

sporting goods store in the
BGarea

SHARPIE'S

This time BG will send
entries in the mile (WottleI.
two-mile (Wottle and Craig
Macdonald l,
and
the
distance
medley
I Bruce
Vermilyea. Rick Schnittker.

Ted
Farver
and
Macdonald).
Vermilyea will run the 880
segment of
the medley
relay, Schnittker the 440.
Farver the three-quarter
mile, and Macdonald will
anchor with a mile run
Vermilyea is replacing
Bob McOmber. who is out
with mononucleosis.

Gymnasts drop 2

Sharp ie s a pro
By Dan C.arflrld

Last year the Falcons and
Michigan State tied for
second with 18 team points
behind
Southern
Cal's
winning total of 19. the
lowest point total ever by an
NCAA championship indoor
track squad

Manhattan should challenge
BG for second.
Last year the Falcons
were the only team to win
three individual titles as
Dave Wottle took the 880.
Sid Sink captured the twomile
and
the distance
medley team won its event.

rates

behind

baseball

Although

the

pro

basketball fan in most cases has plenty of seats from which
to choose, the number of seats is much less than in baseball
because a baseball stadium is much larger than a basketball
arena.
HUH IKY AND FOOTBALL rate very closely in this
category. As far as major league teams are concerned, both
sports are continually filling their stadium to capacity or
near-capacity
This forces the fan to think seriously about buying a
season ticket because this may be his only way of getting in
the gate. Individual, single-game tickets are becoming
scarce in these two sports.
However, the situation is considerably more prevalent in
pro football where a seven-game home schedule (as
compared to 39 in hockey I makes the purchase of a season
ticket much more attractive.
It's a great deal easier to attend seven games than it is to
attend 39 Owners of pro football teams are responding by
filling their stadiums with season-ticket holders.
As a result, the pro football fan is finding it increasingly
more difficult to buy a ticket to just one or two games a
year.
This brings to a close the categorical rating of the four
sports. Now. which one is the best for the avid fan? Let's
review how they ranked in each category:

f* ■.■«*»♦» by CeHUM
Bowling Green equipment manager Glenn Sharpe
hos been part of the University sports scene since
1957.

RADIO COVERAGE-l. Baseball: 2, Football: 3.
Basketball; 4. Hockey.
Television Coverage-1, Basketball: 2. Baseball; 3.
Football: 4. Hockey.
Other tban-the-Game Activities-1. Baseball: 2. Football;
3. Basketball: and 4. Hockey.

Tickets-Seats-1. Baseball; 2, Basketball; 3. Hockey; 4.
Football
Based on a point scale (lour lor first, three for second,
etc.. the sports stack up as follows-1. Baseball i20pointsl;
2. Basketball 117 points). 3. Football 115 ptsl; Hockey (111
points).
According to this observer, baseball is the best sport for
the avid fan.
Do you agree? If you are a typical college student, you
probably don't. In lact. your favorite sport is probably one
of the other three and baseball could very likely be at the
bottom ol your list.
HOWEVER. IF YOU do not agree with me. you quite
possibly could be using the wrong criterion lor judgment If
you say that football is your favorite because of its hardhitting action, hockey because it is fast-moving, or
basketball because of its high-scoring, then you are
comparing the sports as "games " This is neither fair nor
logical.
Each game is different and each offers its own peculiar
outstanding qualities. Some qualities are more attractive
than others and this helps to explain the increased
popularity of football, basketball, and hockey in recent
years
Though popularity indicates which qualities are more
attractive, attractiveness does not indicate that a sport is
good for the avid fan.
The fan becomes a fan because he was lured to the sport
as a "game", but once a fan. he never stops to consi''---why
he likes the sport. He doesn't need to. because he It, too
engrossed in the sport as a hobby and a hobby involves more
than just an attraction to the sport
THIS IS WHY baseball is best for this avid fan It offers
many more advantages and opportunities for enjoyment of
the hobby than the other three.
Perhaps this is what makes baseball fans such an unusual
breed. They are really "into" their sport as a hobby They
listen to game after game on the radio, keep up on the
countless categories of statistics, stay interested in the
sport in the off-season, wait patiently for a pennant, and
generally enjoy every minute of it.
People will still contend that baseball is dull and boring.
True, the other three sports move at a much faster pace.
However, as a hobby for the avid fan. baseball can be a
fascinating subject.
As syndicated columnist. Red Smith,
•Baseball is dull only to dull minds.''

once

wrote

